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STOP!! You will NEVER, NEVER have THIS day again!
You will only have one day to express as July 14th (or whatever
day you read this writing), 1995. It is gone forever into the
expression of “time”. WHAT will YOU have done this day?
Ponder this truth for just a minute and then perhaps you can
move on while giving more importance to the fleeting moments
you are given. You may remember the day, the date and forever
be pleased, or pained by the memory-but
you can NEVER have
again the chance to change the day-unless
it is before you
experience it. And with that in mind, you ALSO KNOW that you
can’t “change” it for not having experienced in this moment or
any future moment-you
cannot know that which will TRULY
be dealt to you in the gaming hand.

P.O. Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89 126
110

I note a couple of thoughts pass your minds as you think a moment on this
truth. Fear is there-first,
fear is there! A man by the label of J.H. Newman
made an observation about this fleeting ongoing lifestream and stated:
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be~inninr?!” Wisdom often comes forth in such small
sentences that hold a lifetime of meaning.
As we write, it is that it appears WHAT we offer you
is filled to overflow with fear and warnings, reminders
of that which you allowed to happen and hopelessness
in the looking back to see that you somehow slept as
“time” passed and that which happened became a prison
warden instead of freedom for flight and soaring joy.
Friends, your fears will lock you up if you let them.
They can prevent you from tasting adventure, from
experiencing new wonders. You are often terrified of
unknowns and fret about what might happen if you try
something new, You worry if new people will like
you-if
you’ll fit in and myriads of other negative
pressured thoughts.
Be cautious about the unknown and remember that
all things new are but “unknown mysteries”. They are
not “mystical”, only a bit of mystery until you taste, feel
or experience and come into knowledge.
Yes the
“unknown” can “getcha” if you lack wisdom to attend
selves in truth
KNOWING.
Do not, however,
blame GOD for YOUR lack of action when you have
OPPORTUNITY to learn and properly attend
selves and those things which you consider
your responsibility.
Perhaps a new way to look at the “fear” is
that, except for the unknowing, it cannot be
“fear”! Why? Because beyond the fear is
ALWAYS the underlying JOY you haven’t
yet discovered.
You hold the keys to your
own cages and you can free yourselves when
you use your courage and inner strength to
overcome your fears-for
all the necessary
instructions and lock combinations are held
within your mind if you do not lock IT away
in dogma and MAN’s doctrines.
Can you
reconsider your “moment” now and offer some
possibilities for finding a new JOY which can
be discovered beneath your fear today? Can
you not accept that life is but a puzzle to be
solved, a grand mystery to be unfolded through
seeing, hearing, and learning?
There is a
book entitled
This does not say “hard
people” -it infers and states: Tough. Constantly hold in your minds:

GOOD
NEWS
AND
BAD
NEWS
The papers are daily being loaded with
frightening information ,,,f dis-ease following dis-ease, from political chaos to new
parasites in your drinking water. You can
FIX both-IF
you know what to do within
GOD’s offerings and stop bashing selves
against the bars of that would-be prison of
MAN.
Please realize that the solution for para-

site riddance is to cleanse the body and keep it clear.
YOU HAVE the products available to do that job. I
know you do, because I have brought them unto you!!
There is no argument or debate for I brought them and
they are there for your use.
Politics?? No point in doing too much cleansinglet those PARASITES be cleansed out of the body of
your nation and off your world. You have to forget the
WAR and move within the chaos. JUST GO FORTH
AND BUILD ANEW. The old will perish before the
purging, for without their blood supply (money and
your labors), THEY CANNOT SURVIVE AND WILL
ATTEND THEMSELVES.
Find virgin land with no
mighty political structure and a good leader who can
know and learn THAT LAND AND BUILD A NEW
NATION COUNCIL-UNDER
GOD!
The best place to do that is where the “Ancients”
reside. There are places about your nation NOW wherein
the Ancients reside and the brothers come and go. You
need guidance from the WISDOMKEEPERS of the
“Sovereign People”. You already have a separate and
sovereign people within the United States of America-

why do you not ask for CITIZENSHIP among the Indian
Tribes? I did not say to go forth and take anything from
the Indians-I said ask for CITIZENSHIP WITH THE
NATIVE AMERICANS! ! ! Basically the facts are that
the States were all “sovereign” but you gave that shelter
up when you “joined” the Federal United States and
gave up your claim to the (u)NITED (s)TATES,
(STATES united). YOU FORFEITED YOUR CITIZENSHIP WITHIN FREEDOM. WHY DO YOU NOT
NOW GET ON YOURKNEES TO YOUR BROTHERS
SOVEREIGN AND ASK ALLOWANCE TO SHARE
THEIR CAMPFIRES? BE PREPARED, HOWEVER,
TO BRING YOUR SHARE OF RESPONSIBILITY TO
THE COUNCIL ORBE EXCLUDED. THIS IS JUST A
THOUGHT IN PASSING.
Would this be a “good” alternative to formation of
new government?
Who knows, but until you explore
possibilities and arrive at probabilities of solutions to
replace that which is less than acceptable, you have no
way to change or grow. You, as a civilization and as
nations, are moving BACKWARD and it will cause
your destruction.
I would like to turn to a few warnings to listen-up
to the trumpet blast of warnings-for
the plagues are
being dumped on you as we speak. AIDS is but a
forerunner to set you up like the pins in a bowling alley.
The bowling BALL is on the roll so listen-up to the
little publications which tell you what, where, how and
who is afoot. Attend it properly in preparation and you
shall be fine. Ignore the warnings and expect the
overwhelming diseases to strike you and that striking
period is at hand.
[QUOTING:]
CRYPTOSPORIDIUM:
TAP WATER
MAY
BE
FATAL
FOR SOME
St. Petersburg
WASHINGTON:

Friday, June 16, 1995.
federal
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agencies warned Thursday that drinking tap water
could be fatal to Americans with weakened immune
systems and that they may want to take precautions,
such as boiling water before consuming it.
Recent tests have shown that Cryptosporidium, a
water-borne parasite that caused 104 deaths in Milwaukee in 1993, is
some
according to the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
“We do not know if the level of the
organisms in the water poses a public health
threat”
said Dennis Juranek, associate director of
the division of parasitic diseases at the
CDC. “But we cannot rule out that there
will be a low level of transmission of the
bacteria” to people who consume water
directly from the tap.
A study published in March found that
cryptosporidium
is much more infectious
than researchers
unteers became infected after ingesting
The CDC estimates that up to 6-m&
lion Americans suffer from weakened immune systems, the body’s array of cellular
and chemical defenses that help fight diseases. That figure includes an estimated lmillion people infected with HIV and 3- to
S-million cancer victims, organ translate
recipients and individuals born with genetic immune deficiencies.
Thursday’s
guidelines,
distributed
jointly by the CDC and the Environmental
Protection Agency, said that people with
suppressed immune systems should consult their physicians about whether to con-

sume tap
“Those who wish to take extra precautions... can bring their drinking water to a
rolling boil for one minute,” the guidelines
said, Other options mentioned include
a~~chi~~
to home water taps or
drinking
bottled
water,
although CDC offi.- _
cials have said in the past that they are not certain
whether bottled water is safer.
or
Once

you
a
The carefully worded statement stopped short of
recommending that immunocompromised
people stop
drinking tap water altogether.
Further studies are
needed to determine the extent of cryptosporidium
contamination in the nation’s reservoirs and whether it
poses public health threat, Juranek said.
Critics said the federal guidelines were far too
cautious. “If 1 knew a person with AIDS, 1 would tell
them definitely not to drink tap water,” said Robert
Morris, a cryptosporidium expert
one.] at the University of Wisconsin Medical
School. “Experience has shown that it’s too risky,”
[END OF QUOTING)
So, have you cheEked YOUR cryptosporidium today?
Please note that ALWAYS these parasites are CAR-
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RECT INSTRUCTIONS FOR ATTACKING LIVING
BEINGS! 1 can tell you, further, that the viruses and
a
altered biological organisms carried are not “treatable”
with recognized antibiotics. This is especially true of
advanced invasion. I will also further warn you that,
USE YOUR
BRAINS
wherein the “old” viruses had simple zinc molecules
holding the virus DNA together with its “head” or
The parasite cleansing kit Gaia offers is absolutely
“cap”, there is now much more advanced molecule harmless taken even carelessly. The colloids offered
which has replaced the zinc and it is called titanium. are likewise totally harmless to the normal bodytaken in any amount. You can use as
drinking water if
like but it certainly
is foolish to waste it in such a manner.
The same with Gaiandriana.
Common
SENSE must always be your guideline and
ACT ACCORDINGLY.
1 am, however,
really concerned about what some of you
are doing to your systems with this newly
outrageous use of pepper. Some is good to
excellent, for you-but
overuse is very
dangerous and can be deadly-especially
if you develop allerg& to the substance.
With the colloids, however, when there
is attack of the deadlies-take
enough
solution to do some instant good. For
instance, if a babe starts running a fever
higher than 103.5” GET AN OUNCE OF
INTO THE CHILD ALONG
WITH
OF LIKE AMOUNT.
And, in addition, a bit of Aspirin (except
if the baby is infant in age) in proper
dosage should be administered to reduce
the fever until the colloidalscan pass the
“crisis”. I DO NOT SUGGEST YOU FAIL
TO SEE A PHYSICIAN WHEN YOU OR
YOUR FAMILY ARE SICK-IT
IS IN-,
DEED FOOLISH TO WAIT WHEN
BABY WHO CANNOT EVBNTELLYOU
“WHAT HURTS” IS SICK. Regular antibiotics now in use will STOP aImost all
the diseases which are common to the
population. If you enhance that antibiotic
with the colloids, you will simply cover
the POSSIBILITIES.
We have no intent
or effort AT ALL to compete with the
There are even more advanced elemental connections
AMA or Drug Houses. WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO
being produced but an antidote for the creators of such COMMON SENSE?
heinous materials does not yet exist. There is NO WAY
for a compromised immune system to withstand these
[QUOTING:]
new invaders. And, therein lies the intent.
For you who think a silver colloid is all that is
CYCLOSPORA
necessary, you are incorrect. It is not. It will be a good
topical antiseptic and enhance the immune system from
INFECTION
INVESTIGATED
internal use but unless you hike up the frequency of the
colloid with something higher in itself, you will not
June 17, 199s
knock out completely the titanium-based iruses. Yes,
FORT LAUDERDALE--At least six people from
will do it because it is processed WITH THE Boca Raton and Defray Beach-including
two in their
GOLD ELECTROLYSIS EQUIPMENT.
a rare parasitic infection that
the silver colloid with which we have to work-it
is causes severe diarrhea lasting as long as five
costly and exacting in processing. So, yoh are not
Medical investigators have ruled out public water
going to get the product duplicated elsewhere.
supplies and are frantically searching for a common
I do not say these things to cause you to move to source, such as a restaurant at which all the patients
Gaia as such-l just don’t want YOU saying that “I” dined or a specific food that was distributed to several
told you silver colloids would work only to find they restaurants or supermarkets.
don’t. In fact, NOTHING is going to work all the time.
“It is highly unusual to have a cluster of this many
Circumstances and use in building an immune system cases in the United States,” said Professor Charles
determine the final outcome of these invasions by Sterling of the University of Arizona, an expert on the
biological organisms.
mysterious parasite,
“This is a very serious situation, and I hope health
officials launch a massive effort to try to find the
CAYENNE
PEPPER
cause,” said Dr. Owen Rheingold, a Boca Raton gastroA lot of you “health conscious” ritualistic believers enterologist who treated three of the patients.
are off on a kick of high intake of cayenne pepper mixed
Palm Beach County health department director Dr.
with everything from parasite products to Maple syrup Jean Malecki has assigned seven epidemiological and
diets. BE CAUTIOUS! That pepper is also known as environmental health specialists to investigate.
Africa pepper, bird pepper, Spanish and Xanzibar pepThe Palm Beach County patients, who range in age
per. These peppers have a lot of good qualities and from 22 to 74, all became ill around the last week of
would seem totally harmless if you don’t burn out your May.
mouth. WRONG:
(END OF QUOTING]
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[QUOTING:]

by Deborah McDougall, Canada Press
July 11, 1995.
TORONTO-A
killer virus that attacks the
could spark another crisis in Canada’s blood
supply unless urgent action is taken, a federal inquiry
was told Monday.
Dr. Nathan Kobrinsky said a virus called JacobCreutzfeld could wreak the same havoc that AIDS
caused in the Canadian blood system if scientists don’t
find a way to detect and deactivate it.
,
“I hope we’re not facing Krever Part 2 a decade
from now,” said Kobrinsky, staring directly at inquiry
head Justice Horace &ever.
His dire warnings came at the end of testimony at
the inquiry probing Canada’s tainted-blood scandal.
Krever is probing why thousands of Canadians
were infected with the AIDS virus and other bloodborne diseases in the 19.80s.
But Kobrinsky said that if science doesn’t quickly
untangle the mysteries surrounding the little-known
virus, it could cause another tragedy.
Researchers aren’t yet sure exactly how it’s transmitted and how many people have died from it so far, he said.
But at least two blood donors in the United States
have died from the virus that had their blood recalled,
Kobrinsky, a hematologist at a cancer center in
Fargo, N.D.
He wasn’t sure where the donors were from or when
the recall happened.
What is known is that the virus is spread through
human tissue, said Kobrinsky.
About 10 years ago it infected several Americans
who had been given a growth hormone that originated
from ground-up
tissue taken from cadavers, he
said. [H:

lives.
While
many
doctors across the
country embraced
Factor 8, the pair
kept their patients
on cryoprecipitate.
Factor 8 is a dry
powder and easier to
use
than
cryoprecipitate,
which was to be
stored in a freezer....
But Factor
8
proved
far more
deadly. It came from
blood pooled from
thousands of blood
donors, increasing
the chance blood could
come from an infected
donor.
Cryoprecipitate
was pooled from just
a few.
The risks were
too great for the pair,
they told the inquiry.
“I said Factor 8 was
not the way to go for
everyone,”
said
Rayner.
His
hunch
proved right. Children with hemophilia in Manitoba
were
kept
on
cryoprecipitate
through much of the
1980s
and they
avoided getting the
AIDS virus, said
Rayner.
[END OF
QUOTING]

The American
blood donors who
died from the virus
had not taken the
growth hormone, he
added.
Once infected, it
can take years for
symptoms to develop.
Once it does, it causes
dementia and death
soon after, he said.
Kobrinsky, who
used to treat hemophiliacs at the Health
Sciences Centre in
Winnipeg, was testifying
Dr. Harry
Rayner.
Rayner, who used
to treat hemophiliacs
in Winnipeg,
and
Kobrinsky told the inquiry how their reluctance to embrace the
newest blood product
available to hemophiliacs in the 1980s

am here to tell you
are being invaded by
a bunch of parasites which are tuned up by MAN to
carry the biological entities which are destroying your
health. The intent is to first devastate the already
compromised people. Remember that the Elite of the
New World Order only USE the deviants of society for
their political purposes and their own play-games, but
the full intent is to have their “master race” and it does
NOT include perverts and deviants beyond themselves.
Insane? Yes, but nonetheless TRUE.
I have a tendency
good sense as “common
sense’* but someone has circulated through here a onepage writing called “GOOSE
SENSE” : [see box]
Note this said “Goose Sense” and NOT “Goose
Step”!!
I can only suggest you try “wisdom” in all actions
for therein lies TRUTH and FREEDOM. It is worthy of
remembering that a
an
He
a song. What is
your song for the day? Until you find truth in your
“doctrine of equality and liberty” you cannot find a
societal pathway to freedom and goodness and you will
NEVER find it as mankind is now headed.
Your
doctrine of equality and liberty AND humanity comes
from your belief
I salute you who hear and see. Adonai.
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Water,WaterEverywhere
But
NoneThat’sFit To Drink!
and of the water level of lakes and swamps, as well as
a source of irrigation and potable water for a large part
of the world’s population.
In this as example, the
groundwater level of the Mojave Desert has so dropped
that the runways at Edwards Air Force Base collapse in
three-or-more-foot
dips or actual breaks (fissures).
However, when we delve into matters of this kind we
open up a whole Pandora’s box of interrelated water
problems, for it becomes apparent immediately that
groundwater and surface water share a high degree of
mutuality and complete divorce of one from the other is
not only difficult to attain but perhaps not wholly
desirable.
Also, the student must be aware of the
human’s role regarding water resources and the significant interrelationships of all the Earth’s water.
I shall simply take them in the order most often
presented to students of Physical Geology.
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CONTACT

I would introduce myself, please. I am Anthonious
Soltec, Geophysicist. I have been asked to present some
information for you who have perhaps forgotten your
geophysical lessons and you who have not yet been
offered same. My intent is to always be a bit “primary”
because I have no intent of boggling minds or showing
some type of ego expression of expertise in boring nonunderstandable language. If the outlay of information
appears to be tedious, I suggest you sit and effort to
remember what I have brought forth on vulcanism and
earthquakes, etc., and note that already much is forgotten-if at all received.
You are in a phase of assault by fhe Globalist
“masters” and their stooges wherein your groundwater
is being deliberately contaminated by pollutants and
microbiologic organisms. It becomes imperative that
you understand from whence comes your “faucet” water
so that you can take precautions. You will, however,
find that once contaminated there is no such thing as
total “clean-up” by methods available in daily use for
cleaning and reclaiming water supplies. Methods for
true purification ARE functional BUT NOT AVAILABLE FOR USE.
J

Corners

”

a

from
9115192
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THE PHOENIX LIBERATORLIBERATOR

a

I. In the subject of “water” as a whole, I begin with
“ground water” because in some ways it can be regarded
as a legitimate agent of gradation-along
with streams,
ice, wind, and waves. Moving groundwater can pick up
rock materials, transport them very long distances, and
finally deposit them. When groundwater performs this
function, it automatically classifies as a”grader” which
in this subject matter refers to something such as a
“road grader” that “moves things along” as simplified
definition. The fact that groundwater’s mineral load is
restricted to those that can be carried in solution is
something of a limiting factor, but wind is a certified
member of the gradational fraternity and cannot take
anything into solution (nor essentially can ice). So
every agent has its peculiarities, groundwater among
them.
The erosive or gradational province is not the only
one involving groundwater. Probably of more importance to you humans is its control of steam discharge

HYDROLOGIC

CYCLE

As a point of departure you must remember that
there is only so much moisture on your Earth. None is
lost or gained from outer space, but at any given
moment some of it is in the sea, some on the land in the
form of water or ice, some in the crust itself as groundwater, some as suspended water droplets and gaseous
water vapor in the atmosphere. The cycle of change in
All of the world’s water derives from the oceans,
and most of it returns ultimately to that source. Evaporation from the sea provides the water vapor for rain
and snow. If it condenses and precipitates over the
oceans, then its return is immediate but, if it is carried
over the land, a number of things may happen to it prior
to finding its way back. Some of the moisture falls as
snow and remains on the land until the spring melt
before flowing back to the sea via rivers. Or it may
become part of a semipermanent ice mass and be detained many hundreds or thousands of years. Much of
the water vapor will fall as rain, some flowing off
immediately on the surface, some remaining in lakes
and swamps, some evaporating directly or via plants to
be precipitated again, and some soaking deep into the
ground to percolate gradually downslope to the sea or to
appear at a lower level at the surface as springs and
seepages.
This theoretical system is not absolutely perfect,
although given time it comes very close. The lag in
time before moisture is returned to the ocean can be
long
ice held in lakes or
may appear to be permanently lost to the dynamics of
circulation.
But ice both melts and evaporates
lakes are surprisingly transitory; even the great Antarctic ice cap flows away from the pole and breaks off
into icebergs. The closest to permanency in water loss
is that fraction tied up as a part of the chemical composition of rocks and magma, or in an underground
reservoir completely lacking in permeability, which
has trapped ancient surface waters. But even here,
humans have found it advantageous on occasion to tap
and draw on these reservoirs, andvulcanism, metamorphism, chemical weathering, and so on can and do
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release water through chemical reaction. This last is
groundwater.
We shall take up when we next pen with Porosity
vs. Permeability.
Good day.
#2

beginning

please continue
today with-

on our subject in point

POROSITY
I treat my lectures exactly as I would in a classroom
and therefore I must ask that you refer to prior material
so that you might retain continuity.
The intent is to
give you valid information and not “whiffs” of disjointed, out of sequence, metaphysical insight. The
HIGHER consciousness
and understanding
comes
through the understanding, first, of that which is perceived and abounds in your manifested experience. We
are now in section two of “GROUNDWATER &
How much groundwater occurs in any given place
and its character and movement depend largely on two
variables (1) climate, which controls precipitation,
evaporation, and vegetation and (2) peculiarities of the
soil and subsurface rock. The great bulk of ground
water has simply seeped down from above, but certain
rocks and rock materials have a much greater waterholding capacity or
than others. Loose sands
and gravels, with their irregular particles allowing a
maximum pore space, may contain up to 50 percent
water, as can some clays. Sandstones too, although part
of their intergrain areas are filled with cement, may be
highly porous. On the other hand, dense shales and
igneous rocks usually exhibit a very low porosity. But
an igneous rock in cooling often develops fissures,
joints, or cavities from escaping gases and then, although the rock itself is dense, may be capable of
containing large quantities of groundwater. I will have
to give you mostly “verbal” visualizing because it
seems that, when we utilize diagrams or pictures available to others for your use, our people end up in
courtrooms for trespass. So, therefore, effort to visualize a piece of lava “rock substance”. You would find
that a stratum of vesicular lava is not only porous, for
instance, but highly permeable. The “frothy” appearance results from escaping gases as the lava congealed
through cooling.
Next, to understand the subject of “Groundwater”,
you must understand what is meant by and importance
of-

Assuming a considerable depth of homogeneous
permeable material,
tkc
rock. In a humid region this may be quite
near the surface or even coinciding with it after a
particularly heavy rain. But normally it is at least a few
feet down, overlain by a layer of loose soil where water
is rapidly lost through evaporation and transpiration.
This zone of soil water or
water is generally
within the reach of plant roots and reflects immediately
day-to-day or even hour-to-hour weather fluctuations,
so that characteristically
it is saturated for only short
periods of time and more often than not holds as much
air as water in its pores.
Under usual conditions a water table will roughly
approximate the contours of the terrain that it underlies, higher under the hills and declining under valleys.
This fact can allow you to understand WHY, if the
groundwater is contaminated by any substance, it will
contaminate great portions of that which is residing in
the “water table”. The seepage will be basically horizontal to the layer of the rock or clay “table” itself. If a
pollutant or whatever is contaminating the water supply is heavy enough it will lodge onto the substance of
the “table” itself and therefore, contamination remains

result is serious flooding as well as the loss of extremely valuable fresh water
would have been so
welcome the summer before. It is very embarrassing to
drown some winter after going bankrupt in a farming
venture the previous summer for lack of moisture, I
would assume. Worse, the food supply for storage is cut
drastically by poor management.
You can solve a number of these problems through
the utilization of a series of impound reservoirs.
.
It serves as a flood control measure, saving for
beneficial use winter flood water that would have, at
at the
best, been lost to the sea, or at worst, drowned people
a
and destroyed property.
It provides lakes for recreational use and it rethe underground water system.
What of this last condition? Why worry about it?
go
Let’s just assume use of the water right directly from
the reservoir. Water canbe diverted directly from such
Groundwater percolates downslope and its upper a reservoir, but if the bottom of the holding basin is at
margin thus assumes the gradient of a surface stream; all porous and permeable, a certain amount of water can
like a surface stream, it discharges into the master be added to the underground supply at the same time
drainage artery in the valley. The river at the valley and a great deal more can be forced downward if it is
bottom may receive the groundwater discharge directly drawn off and spread out in shallow percolating beds
via springs as it intersects the watertable, or if the river below the dam placement.
itself is slightly above the water table, the coarse sands
and gravels of its bed will intercept the flow and direct
it down the valley under the surface waters of the river.
Swamps, rivers, or the sea, which occupy the lowest
One of the beauties of storing water underground
point of a given region, act as regulators of the slope of
that region’s water .table. Loss of water supply, as rather than on the surface is to negate almost comUnhappily, the
during an extended”dry period, will cause the water pletely the loss through evaporation.
table to flatten out ‘and be found at an increasingl-j places in the world that find themselves in need of
greater depth beneath the hills, but it will continue to water storage are frequently those with long hot sumintersect the surface in the valleys; as long as any mers and low humidity. Under these conditions the
gradient at all is maintained, groundwater will perco- effects of evaporation can be enormous. No two reserlate downslope.
This is most well demonstrated in voirs evaporate at precisely the same rate, variations
septic systems in areas unconnected to central sewer depending on such things as climate, dimensions of
surface exposure, percolation, and so on, but recent
systems.
Wells bored below the water table will produce experiments in the Northern Negev region of Israel
water, but how rapidly they will refill themselves after indicated a loss in excess of 75 percent from evaporaemptying is determined by the permeability of the rock. tion alone. Obviously, any method of cutting down on
No matter how permeable the rock or how humid the such a loss rate must receive serious consideration.
climate, too many wells will lower the water table, and Some interesting work with the use of nontoxic chemiincreasingly deeper bores will be required to tap ground- cal films to inhibit evaporation appears to hold real
water. Obviously, an inventory of the groundwater promise for both reservoirs and percolating beds, especially those that are not to be utilized for recreation.
resources should be undertaken before uncontrolled
well boring takes place-a procedure that has seldom Water skiers and motor boats are not wholly compatible
been followed anywhere in the world until the water with an effective film. Some reservoirs in more closely
table has been lowered drastically and disaster is immi- guarded areas are simply covered with various coverings and now in use in widespread areas are domed
nent.
This information will be lost on second or third covers which are most attractive as well as utilitarian.
generation city dwellers for, to them, water simply
comes ready to use from a faucet at
Let us consider, because it is an excellent example,
the Santa Clara Valley in California, a
gated orchards and, more recently, burgeoning urbanization. Here you
illustration of the results of
continued overdraft on the ground water supplies. The
increasing depths of wells through the years is easily
demonstrated.
in a proliferating state for great lengths of time if, for
instance, the contaminate is a heavy metal such as
mercury, lithium, etc. These contaminates would be
most often (in your current daily use) from such things
as toxic wastes, pesticides and fertilizers-even
to
excrement wastes which are resultant from the body
cleansing through its organs (kidneys and hepatic systems) such poisons and toxins.

Groundwater levels can go both ways-water
can
be put back into the ground as well as taken out-and
it is not absolutely necessary to stand around thirsty for
40 years waiting for the natural rainfall to do the job for
you. You would utilize retaining reservoirs. Climate
does not have to change dramatically nor suddenly have
more rainfall in the case of ability to “store” water.
Neither would you have to have new and exotic water
brought in from somewhere else. It becomes a matter of
driving a maximum of the surface water downward into
underground strata instead of letting it run back to the
sea unused. The special rainfall peculiarity of the
Santa Clara Valley (and much of California in fact) is
that all the rain arrives in a few winter months and the
long-empty stream channels, frequently grown up with
brush and weeds, simply cannot handle the runoff. The
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SEA WATER
INCURSION

SOLVING
THE
WATER
PROBLEM

In regions draining to the sea the groundwater
approximation of the surface flow delivers fresh water
via springs or seepages at about sea level. If well
overdraft occurs upslope in the system, hydraulic pressure is diminished and salty water from the sea can
invade the porous underground strata. This means that
the normally fresh-water coastal-plain wells will be
“salted out”, often a local disaster, unless a certain
minimum groundwater table can be maintained.
Further, there is the readily observable reciprocal
relationship between the level of lake, pond, swamp,
and streams and adequate groundwater. Since much of
the surface water feeds the underground strata, a lowwater table increases the withdrawal through percolation, thus lowering their level. But most of these
surface water features, because of their location at
valley bottoms or local terrain sags, also receive groundwater percolation from upslope. So in essence, each
sustains the other. Farm ponds, reservoirs, and flooded
percolation beds are generally recommended by the
regional planner as effective aids in stabilizing stream
flow as well as lake levels.
WATER
OUALITY
Of equal if not more important
availability of water is its quality.

than the mere

a

the

the

There is no use having water if you cannot use it.
Not too many years ago it was a virtual article of faith
that natural filtration would rejuvenate any water supply no matter how badly it had been polluted. After all,
wasn’t even raw sewage, the epitome of effluvial pollution, susceptible to cleansing by filtration7 Thus the
whole process of forcing surface waters underground to
be withdrawn via springs and wells boasted the great
merit of purification. But, increasingly, the variety of
chemical waste products that contaminate your streams
includes elements that defy the simple purge of filtration. Especially notable are insidious pesticides and
insecticides, chemical detergents and a number of industrial wastes too lengthy to go into herein.
There is the additional problem that groundwater,
although often less polluted than surface water, is
frequently
This simply means that in its passage through porous strata it has taken salts into solution, a part of its normal function as an agent of
gradation, but one which affects its utility to humans
greatly. The degree of hardness varies greatly depending on the character of underground rock and the
water’s temperature (heat as an industrial discharge
into a stream can contribute to hard groundwater as
well as destroying the immediate surface ecology).
Often hard water merely means that soap lathers with
difficulty and moderate salt deposits build up in household plumbing (hot water pipes are particularly susceptible to the accumulation of deposits in regions utilizing “hard” water for household consumption), but hardness can be so severe as to attain the saltiness of
seawater and the water becomes totally unusable for
either irrigation or drinking. All of this is not to imply
that only groundwater can be hard, but it is much more
common than in freely moving rivers as comparison.

And now, of course, is that $164,000,000,000 (inflation considered) question. How do you attempt to
solve your dual-faceted water problem: (1) sufficient
water in the right places at the right time and (2) water
of an acceptable quality for general utility? There is no
question that a problem exists larger than life itself,
even if you were to assume a static world populationan unlikely situation for some time to come.

the moment, the desalinization of the ocean water (for
our subject is “groundwater”) we are left with having to
face the dilemma head-on. Simple drinking water for
the world’s hordes involves a huge volume in itself,
compounded many times as humans agglomerate into
an urban environment of flush toilets and green lawns.
Agriculture dependent on the irrigation ditch is even
more demanding of water on a per-acre basis than the
housing tract, while heavy industry, always carefully
sited on a freshwater lake or large river, uses the most
water of all.
TRANSPORTATION
We have already considered the principle of conserving wet-season surplus moisture in reservoirs and
underground holding basins for use during the dry
season. But let us apply this same kind of thinking on
a regional basis. Now we have to get into the concept
of transporting water from surplus to deficit regions.
This is old stuff. The pipe was invented to take water
out of the river and into the house, or to move it clear
into the next county, or to transfer it from the wet side
of the mountains to the dry side--as in the instance of
the Rockies in Colorado
the Continental Divide
to the dry side, or to impel it 300 miles out into the
Australian desert to the gold mines of Kalgoorlie, or to
transport it 1000 miles from Northern California to the
south, or from one place in Hawaii to the cane fields.
Why not transport Columbia River water to the arid
Southwest, or Mackenzie River water to the Great
Basin, or even the Ob or Yenesei River water to
Kazakhstan (they really need it right now with all the
trouble in their newly acquired “FREEDOM”).
It
seems that the only limit is need coupled with engineering and cost feasibility. But Washingtonians are not
likely to react with great enthusiasm to a redirected
Columbia, or Canadians to the use of Mackenzie water
to irrigate the orange groves. Neither were Northern
Californians and Mexicans particularly thrilled when
their water went elsewhere, but standing up and saying
The
so proved to be no deterrent to
problem comes in agreeing on a point where local
regional interests and human aesthetic values become
as important as the efficient use of resource. You must
utilize your resource, but perhaps when you come to the
point of substituting the word “ration” for “efficient”
(and then define rational to the satisfaction of one and
all-not likely), you may be on the right track at least.
RECYCLING
OF WATER
All of this leads to an emphasis on more efficacious
use of that wondrous commodity you now have, and the
key term here is
Water is never used up. If
you drink it; flush it, wash in it or irrigate with it, the
water is returned sooner or later somewhat changed and
The trick, therefore, is to
that is called “polluted”.
clean it up. This operation can be two- or even threefold in its benefits, at minimum.
First, if you can
eliminate all of the harmful side effects of pollution or
contamination
such as water-borne human disease,
destruction of wild life, stench, and so on, it .is well
worth almost any cost involved. Second, the by-prod-
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ucts might aid in cutting down that cost, as your
Milwaukee city discovered years ago when its sewage
treatment operations yielded a profitable commercial
fertilizer [called Milorganite].
There are other such
by-products available now through ozone use and other
methods for reclamation of actual soil replacement
from the solid wastes rendered completely neutral in
content. Do you not see, however, that these methods
cut out massive money acquisition projects to the Elite
blood-suckers of your society? Salts from distillation
and productive use of energy derived from cooling hotwater pollution are further examples. Finally, of course,
there is the reason behind the original effort: clean
water to be used again. If drinking recycled sewage
water is shocking to your sensibilities, be reassured
that you have been doing exactly that for all the years
of life cycles on your place. Most towns on rivers draw
their drinking water from upstream and discharge their
In Texas, as humorous rivals in
sewage downstream.
Dallas and Fort Worth, there was a saying-“Dallas,
flush your toilets, Fort Worth needs the water.” Rather
crude, but applicable to the subject. If there were only
one town per river this system might work, but there are
usually great numbers of people upstream and a little
filtration and a dash of chlorine (deadly poison) is your
only protection.
Actually, carefully monitored recycling, operating under an enforced master code, ensures higher quality water than most of you usually take
into your systems. Now that you have deliberate contamination by harder-to-cleanse substances, the problem is epidemic in proportion.
AQUIFERS
Thus far, we have been discussing rock with a
certain homogeneity of permeability, but this is not
always the case, for many different strata may be present
underlying a given region, each with its own characteristics. An important occurrence is a permeable layer,
such as sandstone, confined between impervious strata
Water
and tilted so that it intersects the surface.
entering the exposed sandstone outcrop percolates along
it as if in a pipe. But normal groundwater will be
limited to the zone above this confined
for the
impervious layer immediately atop the sandstone stops
its downward movement and also acts as a barrier
between free association of the water in the aquifer and
the groundwater. Shallow wells plumb only the local
groundwater that is subject to the vagaries of seasonal
rainfall and, if the region is arid, is easily exhausted.
But wells tapping the deeper aquifer assure themselves
of a more continuous supply, especially if the intake is
in a better watered area. Also, since the permeable
surface outcrop is often the highest point in the aquifer,
wells drilled to this lower level are usually arlesiun
because of the hydraulic pressure within the closed
system. As long as the outlet is lower than the intake,
water will rise in the well. Some will flow; others
merely show a rise of level above that of the general
water table. In either case the term “artesian” is
applied (taken from the first recognized well of this
type in the French province of Artois and since pushed
off on you as expensive and exclusive drinking water).
One of the largest artesian systems in the world
underlies much of the interior Queensland and Northern New South Wales in Australia. Here a confined and
highly permeable gravel bed receives water at its highest point in the humid Great Dividing Range and
carries it for almost a thousand miles west beneath an
arid to semiarid country where water is at a very high
premium. Many hundreds of bores tap this aquifer,
supplying life to what would otherwise be desolate
unusable country. But inevitably, too much water has
been withdrawn and most wells that at one time flowed
freely at the surface now must be pumped. And too, the
quality of the water seriously deteriorates with the
distance it moves through the aquifer so that only in the
eastern half of the basin is salinity low enough for
reasonable utility. Even here the water is too brackish
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for general irrigation and is used only for watering
stock.
In the Lake Eyre Basin, below sea level although in
the heart of the continent, the lower end of the aquifer
reaches the surface. The highly saline water flows out
here as artesian springs, evaporating almost as rapidly
as it appears and depositing salts around each outlet.
These are called mound
building up to a foot
or two in height, and are a result of artesian water under
great pressure, high salinity, and an extreme rate of
evaporation.
Similar artesian systems are found in many other
parts of the world, although none is as large as that in
Australia. The Dakota sandstone, underlying the Northern Great Plains, has its intake in the Rockies and is a
major source of water for an extensive semiarid region.
North of the PO, River in Italy is a line of flowing
springs, the
Fed by melting snows in the
Alps, the underground water moves down through an
aquifer of coarse glacial and alluvial material. Many of
the North Saharan oases exist because aquifers transport Atlas Mountain waters a long distance out into the
desert to reappear as springs.

area,

If you would measure simply the total volume of
water delivered per hour, perhaps the most remarkable
series of springs anywhere in the world also occurs in
the U.S .-in the Snake River canyon of Southern Idaho.
Here for 10 miles upstream from the town of Hagerman
literally thousands of vigorously flowing springs issue
from a poq~us stratum exposed along the north wall of
the defiK Nobody seems to be absolutely certain where
this huge volume of water originates but two bits of
evidence point to a likely source: (1) there are no
tributaries of any kind entering the Snake from the
north for a 200-mile stretch short of Hagerman; this
despite the high Rockies and Continental Divide not
too far off and (2) there are several streams draining
southward from the Rockies, notably the sizable Lost
Rivers, which disappear abruptly into porous lava beds.
If this is indeed the source of the Snake River
springs, then you must visualize an aquifer, probably a
buried vesicular lava sheet connecting the Lost River
sinks with canyon wall flows. Vesicular lava, when
molten, is highly charged with gases and, as it cools
and congeals, the tiny apertures created by the escaping

gases result in an exceptionally permeable layer. The
underground water does not percolate sedately through
this kind of aquifer but flows virtually unimpeded as in
a pipe.
HOT
GROUNDWATER

underground reservoir must also be present, interconnected with the tube.
GEOTHERMAL

POWER

Violent forces such as geysers and steam jets are
not merely so much spectacular scenery but have occasionally been put to productive use. A pioneer venture
in the volcanic sub-Appenines of Italy was producing
practical electricity from natural steam as early as
1913, and Luther Burbank was involved in drilling
shallow steam wells at The Geysers near Santa Rosa,
California, in the 1920s. These are still, under new
management of course, among the most efficient and
largest even today. In addition, important projects are
operative in New Zealand, Japan, Iceland, Mexico and
Chile, and experimental work is under way and/or
operative in many other nations.
Ones who have no understanding of the forces
involved remain under the delusion that somehow if
you tap this resource you “ruin” or destroy the source.
NO, you only utilize a renewable resource ad infinitum.
To say, for instance, that if the
“Prophet” settlement utilized hot springs in their location that it would destroy the Yellowstone geysers is
about as absurd as you can get under any circumstance.
This is the problem with
it is so infectious
as to the lie perpetrated for the purpose of destroying
that which would otherwise be useful and beautiful in
recycling.
Electrical power derived from the geothermal resource is not really much different from that of a
normal coal or oil-fired thermal plant in its basic
scheme. Coal burned under a boiler produces steam,
which is directed to the turbine blades qf an electrical
generator. But in the geothermal plant, nature supplies
the fuel and the boiler and there is a huge theoretical
cost advantage not to mention lesser air pollution.
Natural steam and hot water, however, are always, to
some degree, contaminated by dissolved salts and gases
and consequently corrosion and scaling of the equipment results. For example, near Southern California’s
Salton Sea is an immense underground hot water reservoir but, up until now, its utilization has been impeded
by equally immense salt content. Further, hot waste
water and brine discharges are sometimes difficult to
deal with.

The heat gradient of the Earth’s crust, that is, the
increase of heat with increase of depth, may affect
groundwater moving along a deeply buried aquifer.
Theoretically, there is a depth limit to rock that can
contain water, for at several miles down, the pressures
exerted by overlying strata are such that rock pore
space becomes inadequate to accommodate a liquid.
Water may be present but it is chemically combined in
the rocks. But above this limit, sufficient heat still
exists to raise the temperature of moving groundwater,
and when it discharges, the water is ‘in the form of a
thermal spring. This type of spring is not rare, but
much more common are the hot springs, geysers and
steam vents associated with regions of recently active
vulcanism. Here the heat of the Earth’s interior has
been brought well up into the crust where it is easily
encountered by even very shallow groundwater. Such
well known tourist attractions as Yellowstone Park, the
Rotorua district of New Zealand, and Iceland are fantastic assemblages of every conceivable type of thermal
phenomenon, and each is underlain by hot volcanic
rocks. To be sure, cooling magma emits hot water,
steam, and other gases so that all of this activity is not
wholly a result of heated groundwater, but surface
waters percolating downward to contact the hot rocks
below are without doubt an important element.
Hot springs originating in this manner may achieve
very high temperatures indeed, many reaching the
boiling point. If the heat is even greater, then the water
becomes steam and issues through vents in the rock as
jets. The term
or
is usually applied
if the pure steam is contaminated with magmatic gases
and emits an odor. You will find many such outbreaks
along the old volcanic mountains around Mt. Shasta
and specifically notable in great numbers about Mt.
Lassen. Geysers, which are merely intermittently eruptive thermal springs, are of this same origin. They
require a long tube reaching from the surface to the
heated rocks below. As the tube fills, the superheated
water at the bottom is under too much pressure from the
TESLA
PUMP
above to turn into steam, but when all of the water
reaches the boiling point and some bubbles out at the
There is a pump/turbine system which can handle
top, pressure is released and the water at the bottom
flashes into steam causing an eruption.
The great such water but you still have the problem of corrosion
volume thrown out by many geysers indicates that an on other parts of the equipment. However, Tesla pro-

is a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens
everywhere, though it particularly focuses on the United States because of
this country’s special mission in the affairs of the world. That is, “As goes
the United States, so goes the world.”
is a vehicle for Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn’s most
recent writings on important current affairs, pluscthose from other enLight-ening sources, on matters critical to a responsible and informed
public at this time of planetary transition and final days of battle between
the Forces of Light and the “Evil Empire” forces of darkness.
exists to counteract the manipulating lies and clever halftruths put out (on purpose) by the regular print and broadcast media
prostitutes of the Satanic Elite controllers-parasites
who are in the
process of economically, physically, and spiritually collapsing this once
great country (and actually the entire planet) down to a slave-state level of
existence under their diabolical control plan called The New World Order.
This newspaper,
began life on March 30, 1993, risen, like
the mythical bird, with great determination “up from the ashes” of its
Internationally acclaimed predecessor called

in turn, began life in mid-October of 1991, having
evolved from an earlier newsletter called the
which itself came into existence as a faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you
readers than was possible with the more substantial “book” format of the
Much incredible ground has been covered so far in that mission.
While the
motto reminded all that “The Truth Will
Set You Free”, the
motto, displayed prominently in the masthead,
takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims: “Ye
The “Phoenix Project” is about those preparations needed-at body, mind and
soul levels--to both understand and survive the great healing changes which are
beginning to energize this beautiful little planet, now so frazzled and tortured from
abuses of all kinds. We look forward, with great expectations, to the
with all of you-a coming together that is rapidly taking place as the entire Phoenix
Project “ground crew” continues to connect, solidify, and gain strength through
becoming informed of THE TRUTH. Indeed, welcome aboard, friends!
Editor-In-Chief,
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duced a bladeless pump which functions on the basis of
a “boundary” layer and after motion is begun no water
touches the blade itself. This pump can be “reversed”
and becomes a turbine for production of power. This
same type pump can be utilized for the pumping of
everything from potato peels to sand-laden crude oil.
The ones who have continued to work on the product,
however, have been pushed out of business by the Elite
industrial giants who produce other types of pumps.
This same pump in proportionate sizing can even pump
blood with NO damage to cells-simply
by sizing the
apertures (space between the discs)-because
the substance never touches the blades after motion is instigated.
Just another “old” Tesla device disallowed
perfection for your use.
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play and I hope that at some point we can go into that
as a subject. My great joy is in teaching and sharing,
and it is most unfortunate to be always so limited in
ability to give as all that I know would benefit you so
greatly. We must, however, work with that which can
be given and accepted in a sequence pertinent to happenings.
DEPOSITION
OF
CONTENTS:
CAVE

WATER
DEPOSITS

All “solution” is admittedly not scenic, but it is a
constant process and, over the centuries, an effective
one. And if there is solution and removal of materials,
there must be deposition. Sometimes deposition is long
delayed as when the charged water finds its way to the
PHOTON
BELT
POWER
sea, adding its bit to the salt content there, and it
remains for the sea to accomplish the deposition. FreDon’t regard geothermal power as the universal
quently, however, some deposition occurs along the
substitute for traditional power (energy) sources any route to the sea. Course aquifers become indurated,
more than you would regard wind as such-for
ulti- mineral layers build up around spring outlets, and
mately you will only find the sun or “solar” energy to colorful crystals develop in rock cavities. If a cave is
fill that need. It will come from the photon rays which open to the atmosphere, lime-rich water dripping from
are becoming ever more powerful as you enter into the ceiling partially evaporates and deposits hanging
more gamma-ray and higher frequency “x-rays”. These needles
to be matched by counter-needles
are simply light particles, or photons, in the invisible on the floor (stalagmites) where each drop evaporates
range and with immensely penetrating capability.
further.
PETRIFIED
WOOD
MINERAL
SOLUTIONS
IN WATER
Even such elements as silicon, normally strongly
The very fact that a large proportion of your ground- resistant to solution, may be taken up by certain types
water is hard or even brackish is an indication that of warm groundwater and redeposited. Where organic
in all of its movements groundwater is taking into remains such as tree trunks gradually decompose, each
solution and removing mineral matter from the rocks molecule is faithfully replaced by silicon to give you
through which it passes. Even perfectly clear cold petrified wood. Other minerals too, many of them
water has the ability to dissolve some minerals or to valuable economically, are concentrated by this process
combine chemically
with the rock to form new of groundwater replacement. What causes groundwaminerals. But groundwater is seldom clear, since it ter to give up its minerals? Cooling of hot water may
must pass through overlying material as it percolates
account for wood deposition; evaporation and chemical
downward to become groundwater. Decomposing veg- change as new elements are taken into solution, or the
etation on the surface and the soil below it adds ele- activity of specialized plants such as those that give
ments that give the water certain solvent characteriscolor to some hot springs are responsible elsewhere. So
tics and then, depending on the type of rock it encoun- groundwater constantly dissolves, transports, and deters, the water reacts chemically with those rocks. If posits and thus is deserving of recognition as at least a
the water is heated, it frequently becomes a much more moderate gradational agent along with wind, waves,
efficient solvent and, in the process of being heated, ice, and running water.
will often pick up various new elements from magmatic
gases.
WHY
IS THIS
LESSON
PERTINENT?
DELIBERATE
CONTAMINATION
KARST:
WATER-DISSOLVED
OF WATER
FORMATIONS
The reason it is so timely is that the first contamiAn excellent example of the sort of solution activity nation of water supplies, especially in rural areas, is
in which groundwater can engage is the removal of going to be through the wells and groundwater systems
calcium carbonate by either hot or cold water with a for “tampering” is harder to discover and usually there
high carbon dioxide content. Percolating through the are less sophisticated persons involved. In great popucracks in a massive underground limestone stratum, lation areas, contamination is introduced in “substasuch groundwater can etch out sizable cavities in a tion” covered areas to hopefully prevent original recogrelatively short time. Given a longer time, such huge nition of tampering.
Before you are done with this
caverns as Carlsbad and Mammoth Cave result. Even- game-whole
cities will be shut down because of total
tually, the terrain above these caves can be affected as contamination-but
with contaminates which will not
the roof supports are removed and slumping and cave- be discbvered until their introduction is well under way
ins manifest themselves at the surface in deep holes and without capability of PROVING deliberate concalled
or
Normal surface streams may tamination.
disappear into such sinks only to reappear many miles
Laboratories are not geared up to even reveal or
away having flowed as an underground river through isolate such contaminates as these new crystalline virus
the cave. In Central Florida where the groundwater
forms so water supplies will be pronounced “safe”
level is high, these sinks become lakes. Further solu- when, in fact, they are not. Contamination itself will
tion within the cave will cause increased slumping not usually be discovered or considered in most epiuntil the original surface all but disappears and the demics of “flu”, etc., because the water tested is for the
landscape takes on a fantastic lunar aspect of sharp same old expected contaminates.
It will be through
eroded spires. Eventually, even these become subdued other happenstance that things will call attention, for
through the activity of wind and rain, erosion, and where you have one organism or substance presentweathering.
Such a landscape deriving its character
other things are tattle-tale.
Always it will be that
from the continued expansion of solution caverns be- deliberate contamination will be masked by already
neath it, is called karst, after the region in Yugoslavia present disease symptoms which delay further the isowhere this type of landform was first described.
It lation of causative organisms or substance. This is
would be a bit easier to picture if we have fully dis- exactly what is happening in this local Golden Hills
cussed the geomorphic cycle that karst landscapes dis- area. You have wells and groundwater usage from
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areas wherein contamination was easily introduced and
separation is handled at the separation lines of
Tehachapi proper. That does not mean it won’t creep
over into the supply but some of the other water comes
from other resources than does the water for Golden
Hills. The contamination at the prison in the area, for
instance, can be totally controlled and isolated-then
purged to show no evidence of deliberate tampering,
causing it to be accepted that Hepatitis is passed from
person to person instead of via the main water supply.
CONFIRMATION7
As we sit to finish this writing, we already have
confirmation of my projections coming forth. E.J. just
now delivered an article (I believe brought in by Dr.
Young) on this subject which is headed:

It is too lengthy to take up the subject in this
writing but we will present it to you at our next sitting.
Thank you Dharma, for your secretarial service; it
is good to be working closely again for old friendships
are comfortable and renewing to purpose and intent of
missions. I appreciate being asked to share from time
to time and look forward to more extensive insight into
great geophysical phenomena and evolvement of continents and even planets. Since I will probably not sit
with you in the reprinting of the information, I shall
look forward to sharing again and would bid you goodday and Godspeed. I salute you ones for your ongoing
and endless service. I do not use the term
We
progress, however, and in the ending-THAT
shall
make the day. Salu.
Soltec to
ones who are “frequency” monitors, I do not utilize
Gyeorgos Hatonn’s circuit or frequency. We do, howprevail.

Adonai.

***

a

o$

scientific

FEAR OF FAUCETS

9114192
You-the-people will be told that, there is no virus
found in the water supply which is contaminated. We
speak here about the specific location of Golden Hills
(Tehachapi area), Calif. It is brought home because I
am HERE and you ones will “listen” to me and act. I do
not yet have audience elsewhere who will act quickly
enough to make impact.
We have gone through the entire process and explanation of “Groundwater” because in THIS instance it is
groundwater which is in point but the entire water
supply of your nation is contaminated. To understand
and realize this I ask that you read on and digest the
entire written offering-NOT
just personal perusal and
then toss aside if you think you live on the “safe” side
of the break-down point of the piping system. Tehachapi
proper is in trouble also but no one has told you. Due
to drought you all have terrible water for consumption
and a whole nation is being contaminated with substance (viruses) which cannot be ever “cured”. It may
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seem a small issue now but think what happens as the
excretion from sick ones produces even more contamination for

SEVERE

STRESS.

For years a tiny handful of scientists suspected that
there was something wrong with the way cities purify
drinking water. Pierre Payment, however, was
among them and, on a wager, the Montreal virologist
designed an experiment to prove the water skeptics
But science can turn upon small events:
Payment lost the bet and demonstrated that our drinkHEPATIC
ing water may not be as pure as we like to think it is.
DAMAGE
In dispute was the significance of a small number
of viruses. Although Payment had been finding viruses
Ones with hepatic damage already present are tarin Quebec rivers and tap water for years, conventional
gets for death and it will never be told what was the
wisdom said that those viruses were not responsible for
cause of death. This assault is planned to serve that
very need-depopulation
without knowledge of cause
widespread disease. In 1985, while attending a microbiology conference in Washington, D.C. the Canadian
of death. If you are an abuser of drugs cleansed through
researcher decided to bet an American colleague that
the liver, a Lupus-diagnosed person with organ involvement (this will always include “liver”) or a simple
he could prove, once and for all, that the conventional
“alcoholic” or frequent user to the extent of even minor
wisdom was right. Payment wagered that he and his
damage to the hepatic system-YOU ARE A TARGET.
colleagues at the University of Quebec’s Armand
It IS the contaminant in the water right now which
“YELLOW”
JAUNDICE
Frappier Virology Research Center, who had a reputacauses immediate reaction to the source problem in the
tion for being tenacious virus-hunters, could demonCLUE
liver of the human. The REAL culprit is that which
strate that a few stray viruses were nothing to worry
about.
affects the liver and also causes the various forms of
Your major CLUE in this local contamination
Hepatitis (meaning: inflammation of the liver). The port is the printed word regarding symptoms wherein
“We decided to find out what happens to people
pathogen works in concert with the substance already “jaundice” is one of the symptoms along with gastroi- who drink water from a state-of-the-art plant meeting
present as toxins to and in the liver and causes exactly ntestinal upheavals. Jaundice is ALWAYS resultant of all U.S. and Canadian regulations, but which draws
what you witness in Hepatitis, etc. The toxins are in the a compromise insult to the hepatic (liver)-billiary sys- upon disease-contaminated
source water,” Payment
hepatic system and when stricken by this particular
tern. If jaundice is present, as it was with persons recalls.
toxin is already at work and
type of virus there is a major reaction, illness and, in immediately in point-the
a
damaged persons, full blown seizures, convulsions,
the person is already in toxic response in a major way.
heart inflammation,
heart/lung inflammation, heart It may not be apparent but the liver is under severe
attack and this is irreversible damage. If symptoms are
“attack”, symptoms of Hepatitis and Mononucleosis
(general fatigue, malaise and liver damage symptoms allowed to continue there will be total nervous system
of all kinds). There will be a reaction to fatty foods and response and actual brain damage resulting in seizures
an inability to break down glucose properly; this being and ultimate mental incapacity.
response of the mitochondria
in inability to properly
“I used to live in Bozeman, Montana”, says microfunction.
The seizures are the most damaging and
biologist Mark LeChevallier, who works for the Amerisome will have been having them under certain circumstances without realizing it. There WILL BE
The reactions will occur first in can Water Works Service Company near St. Louis.
MEMORY OF THE ACTUAL SEIZURE ITSELF. This already compromised systems and therefore diagnosis “The water they get here on the Mississippi is the water
they’ve flushed in Montana six months ago.”
will manifest in signs of falling, loss of bladder and/or will be missed in the first complaints and, therefore,
bowel control, bruising from damage during falls at there will be no assault against the perpetrators until
Actually it takes the water slightly less than ONE
onset of seizure-IN
AN ALCOHOL-RELATED SITU- AFTER the disease is in full-blown epidemic propor- month to make the journey from Montana sewage plants
ATION IT WILL OCCUR MOST OFTEN FOLLOW- tion. Just as AIDS was intended for a certain segment all the way down the Missouri to St. Louis. By then the
INTAKE OF to miss detection in time to stem the process, so is this river is loaded with bacteria and discarded viruses from
ING GASTROENTERITIS
AND m
SUBSTANCE.
next onslaught of introduced death-viruses. This will hundreds of upstream sewers, animal feedlots and
The response of paramedics and hospital atten- hit, first, the alcohol and drug users and those already slaughterhouses.
St. Louis treats that water in drinkdants will be “withdrawal” but in actuality the symp- compromised by systemic dis-ease such as hepatitis and ing-water plants, uses it, treats it again in sewage
toms will not mimic fully withdrawal or substance systemic lupus.
plants, and puts it back in the Mississippi. Ten days
seizures. In fact, the patient will usually be considered
I DON’T KNOW HOW TO MAKE YOU SEE, later and a thousand miles downstream, they’re drinkwell and be discharged within a very short time if CHELAS, YOU ARE UNDERGOING TOTAL AND ing it in New Orleans.
Yet those in the clean-water business, such as
brought to emergency care.
DEADLY ATTACK AND FEW ARE ABLE TO SHAKE
If admitted for hospitalization, the diagnosis will OFF THE SHACKLES OF BLIND IGNORANCE TO LeChevallier, offer a reassuring message. “We believe
most likely be listed as Hepatitis (if organism can be TAKE ACTION IN TIME TO STOP THIS INSANITY. that our water in the United States is well treated and
isolated) or Lupus for this virus gives symptoms and
Dharma, I ask that the items brought as confirma- safe to drink. . . . Today people don’t really have to think
I cannot cause you to look at when they turn on the tap.”
can even mimic test results found in Lupus. This is tion be placed herein-if
All Pierre Payment set out to do was prove that this
exactly the WAY AIDS WAS INTRODUCED-BEthis-perhaps
you will SEE SOLID EVIDENCE.
I
He says he began his
common premise was true.
HIND OTHER CIRCUMSTANCES, BUT IN THE U.S. know that you ones had no access to this information
IN THE INOCULATIONS AGAINST HEPATITIS.
prior to my introduction of the matter -but please do million-dollar experiment sure that “there were so few
The virus introduced will, at some time shortly not waste time inponderingandlingeringoverpossible
viruses in tap water that we could show water was
noted, be categorized as an AIDS-causing virus. It is reactions of the public-GET
IT OUT THERE! YOU causing no disease. What we found was the reverse.”
Payment didn’t have far to look to find a dirty river.
already on the list as revised. Check first your prison ONES ARE BEING SLAIN AS DELIBERATELY AS
populations and then the general public-you
will find IF YOU WERE ON THE BATTLEFIELD, WITH BUL- Practically in his back yard was a plant that treats Des
Hepatitis B and C now listed as “epidemic” in some LETS AS AMMUNITION AGAINST YOU, THE TAR- Prairies River water and pipes it to 40,000 people in
one part of suburban Montreal. What made the river
states, such as California.
GET.
ideal was that Payment already knew there were viruses
There are great interesting observations to make.
in it-anywhere
from 5 to 10 percent of the Des Prairies
Check what is happening-especially
in households
[QUOTING:]
flow consisted of untreated sewage. Yet no records
where there is a known alcoholic-AS
THAT PERSON
“THIS WORLD” existed that showed that Montrealers suffered an unSTOPS DRINKING. THE SYMPTOMS WILL EXACusual amount of sewage-linked disease-the
mysteriERBATE IN ALL INSTANCES. THERE ARE NOW Section, AUG. 23, 1992.
ous bouts of diarrhea and 24-hour “bugs” that strike
ADDITIVES INTO WINES AND ESPECIALLY THE
most households once a year or so. The neighborhood’s
“CLEAR” ALCOHOLIC SUBSTANCES WHICH ARE
INTRODUCED TO INTERACT WITH THE VIRUS IN
tap water was locally considered of good quality and
regularly met government standards similar to those
POINT. IT IS JUST AS A HERPES (COLD SORE)
that govern U.S. water.
WILL BREAK FORTH UNDER GIVEN CIRCUMPayment designed perhaps the most thorough study
STANCES. THIS, JUST AS A HERPES VIRUS, IS
NEVER CURED OR KILLED-IT
WILL REMAIN IN
of tap water drinkers ever conducted, putting 2,400
THE BODY FOR THE REST OF THE LIFESPAN,
people in suburban Montreal under close scrutiny. To
tease out useful data, he fitted half of the test families
READY TO BECOME ACTIVE IN GIVEN SPECIAL
kitchens with extremely efficient $800 under-the-sink
1992
Eating Well
CIRCUMSTANCES, USUALLY ACCOMPANIED BY
In the situation wherein you have damage attack
severe enough to affect the nervous system you have a
really potentially deadly setup. The same symptoms
will be going on in affected areas, in hundreds of
households. If the person, for instance, is an alcohol
user you can expect the worst responses to come with no
intake of substance. If you have persons with other
causes and diagnoses (i.e., Lupus) you will have myocardial response in all probability with or without other
symptoms but severe illness and acute (almost instant
and sometimes “instant”) response to simply a “drink
of water” almost as in the response to rabies infection.
As the liver becomes compromised the brain neuron interruptions result in seizures or heart attacks and
usually the actual cause of symptoms is MISdiagnosed.
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reverse-osmosis filters. The filters were so selective
that they passed no viruses or bacteria, enabling Payment to compare the health of families drinking and
cooking with purified water with a control group that
took water from the tap-from
the treated water of the
Des Prairies River.
Payment expected a tiny difference at best. The
state-of-the-art
tap water plant used chlorine, ozone
and a variety of filters to kill bacteria and viruses. To
produce telling statistics, he’d have to let the experiment run for 18 months. No one had studied such a
large group of water drinkers for that long. It was a
costly and difficult gamble.
The telltale illness Payment was looking forgastroenteritis-is
a good indicator of tap water’s overall infection potential because any of dozens of different bacteria and viruses cause its symptoms: vomiting,
diarrhea, nausea, cramps. Gastroennteritis is also important because researchers are linking one of its
causes--the extremely hardy enteroviruses--to far more
serious illnesses. (See
One
of the implicated enterovirnses, the Coxsackie virus, is
associated with a devastating form of heart-muscle
deterioration.
Researchers are homing in on other
enteroviruses that may be linked to diabetes, meningitis and problems during pregnancy. Payment’s focus,
however, was on the much more common and easy-tomeasure incidence of short-term gastroenteritis.
To get the data, Payment’s group decided on a
tedious mix of biweekly phone checks and ongoing
health questionnaires.
The results of the phone calls
were startling.
“Almost from the first month, we
started noticing the trend,” says Payment. “Across
every age group, sex and region, people who drank tap
water without the filter were getting sick more often
(than the drinkers of the filtered water).”
The experiment was detailed in the June 1991
The control group
of Montrealers drinking unfiltered tap water had a 30
to 35 percent greater chance of getting gastroenteritis
compared with those who drink highly filtered tap
water. Something in the water was making the control
group sick-but the use of sophisticated filters significantly reduced the incidence of such illnesses. The
filter reduced adult gastroenteritis by two cases per IO
adults per year. Children under 5 had even greater
reductions; four to eight fewer sicknesses yearly per IO
children,
The dramatic reductions among the filtered-water
drinkers would have been even greater if 5 percent
hadn’t contracted gastroenteritis from, oddly enough,
the filters themselves
story below,
Breeds
One dismaying conclusion from the results is that
this small, well-maintained plant may represent the tip
of a microbiological iceberg. After all, in one small
community in 1988-89, that single water plant had
spread some 8,000 cases of short-term disease-and,
apart from a dogged virology team, no one noticed.
How much more disease ma-em&n yet to be measured
is any epidemiologist’s guess, since U.S. government
agencies haven’t yet conducted a similar study here.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), for
its part, says drinking water must be so free 6f bacteria
and viruses that no more than one consumer in 10,000
will be sickened per year.
a
Payment’s
experiment shows that not one-but 2,000 consumers are
being sickened by something so preventable that certain undefisinkfilters
can knock it out.
It’s not hard to finda reason why the effect has thus
far remained undiscovered: The illness is -relatively
mild, and its normal incidence per family is relatively
small, about one extra case of gastroenteritis
per
Montreal family every IS months.
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That may not sound like much-a miserable day in
bed now and again for one family member or his or her
neighbor-but
if Payment’s results hold true in the
United States, tap water may, amazingly, turn out to
cause at least as much gaitroenteritis as is caused by
bad food. That’s a remarkable rethinking ofthe sources
of staggering amounts of American “stomach flu”especially in a decade which has seen foodborne-disease outbieaks linked to raw eggs, chicken, soft cheeses,
cantaloupe and seafood.
Payment’s experiment revealed the opposite of classic “outbreak” epidemic, with many people succumbing
within a short period of time. Instead, water-drinkers
may have come to accept occasional gastroenteritis as
“normal”.
“If you take the data we have, it isn’t an epidemic.
In fact, the disease maintains a subepidemic level....
We might, as a society, now accept as normal a large
chunk of gastrointestinal
sicknesses which may be
preventable.”
If the Montreal subepidemic is projected across the
U.S. population, the tally mounts to millions, if not
tens of millions, of excess gastrointestinal bouts, with
an economic cost of several billion dollars. And if
scientists find that U.S. water plants are also passing
on excess gastroenteritis-even
though-their tap water
may meet
EPA standards-a
major reevaluation may be in order.
Most probably, the preventable illnesses that Payment measured were caused by viruses. Payment had
found viruses in Ouebec municioal tao water before.
roughly one human virus in each liter of raw Des
Prairies River water. Were the viruses present in
Montreal, but in numbers so low that they were not
detectable?
“I sat down and thought,” recalls Payment. “If the
plant produced water with just one virus per 1,000
liters, the number of resulting diseases would be very
close to what we saw in our study. And we can’t
accurately measure those few viruses. Every time I
detect one, there might really be IO, or 100, undetected.
“And even if you only have one virus in 1,000
liters, that means that one person will be infected per
1,000 per day. That’s why we’ve been trying to get that
last virus.”
That last single virus is enough to infect an individual; its public health importance is far greater than
killing say, every last bacterium. That’s-because it can
take hundreds or thousands of, say, salmonella bacteria
to cause infection, but even single viruses-more
efficient in causing disease than bacteria-can
infect a
human. A few viruses, then, can cause sickness in
water supplies out of all proportion to their numbers.
“I think the potential is large for a viral cause,”
says Dennis Juranek, chief of epidemiology at the
parasitic disease branch of Centers for Disease Control
in Atlanta. “In over half of the outbreaks investigated,
no [causal] agent is ever identified.”
There has been no shortage of water-related illnesses to survey in the United States: From 1971 to
1985 there were 485
of disease so widespread
that the.CDC has classified ihem as “outbreaks”-each
averaging 7,400 cases of disease. ;,The .outbreaks happened at diverse sites, from contaminated wells to city
water systems, but nearly everyone in the field agrees
that those numbers represent just a fraction of 1 percent
of the true number of waterborne irifections.
But to say that viruses may 45 the cause and that
water-treatment methods may be to blame is not to say
that proving Payment’s theory will be easy. “Virtually
nobody has the lab capability and resources to do
[necessary] large-scale investigations
for viruses,”
‘?-e
Juranek explains.
Water scientists are at a loss to explain how state.
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of-the-art treatment plants like the one in suburban
Montrealcould pass on so much illness. A visit to most
North American municipal plants-from
which 83 percent of Americans get their water-is
reassuring to a
casual observer. Sparkling-clean water passes through
mazes of increasingly cleaner channels; the sharp and
satisfying antiseptic smell of chlorine permeates the
air. Whirring pumps, white-coated technicians, authoritative banks of gauges-it’s
a perfect setting for a
Mr. Clean commercial.
As river water gets chlorinated, sedimentated, inoculated, coagulated, filtered
and ozonated, might an occasional virus be able to get
through7 [END OF QUOTING]
Indeed, indeed. The virus now under point is one
which is NOT KILLED OR TOTALLY FILTERED BY
ANY KNOWN OPERATING SYSTEM TO 100%. THE
VIRUS IN POINT HAS A COVERING “SHELL”
WHICH IS NOT PENETRATED
BY AVERAGE
“SAFE” AMOUNTS OF CHLORINE (REMEMBER
THAT CHLORINE IS A DEADLY POISON). THE
VIRUS, LIKE THE HIV VIRUS, MOVES RIGHT
THROUGH ALMOST ALL SAVE THE MOST INTACT MEMBRANE FILTERS JUST AS THE HIV
PASSES EASILY THROUGH A CONDOM. MOREOVER, THE HIV IS SECURE, ALSO, IN ANY SYSTEM OF PUBLIC WATER CLEANSING APPARATUS NOW IN USE. YOU MUST UNDERSTAND,
THE SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY HAS NOW “CREATED” VIRUSES FOR SPECIFIC PURPOSES AND
100%
POSITIVE BY THE TURN OF THE CENTURY! IT IS
A SURE THING-NOT
JUST SPECULATION.

r

FEAR OF FAUCETS story
[QUOTING:]
In order for the viruses in tap water to sicken waterdrinkers, they must pass through the stomach’s corroOnly a few dozen intrepid
sive acid environment.
viruses have evolved that have the ability to survive the
journey.
you have provided a
comfortable

a

These survivor viruses. however. are worrvinn eDidemiolo~ists
because thev’re increasinglv linked to serious. disablinn human diseases.
As a group they’re known as enteroviruses and they
can cause disease from mild queasiness to killing heart
failure. Because the outer coat they evolved to protect
themselves from stomach acid also helps protect them
against chlorine, the most common chemical used to
disinfect tap water, enteroviruses are a significant
To finish off some
source of waterborne disease.
enteroviruses may take hundreds, even thousands of
times more chlorine, and much more time than it takes
to kill ordinary bacteria.
These hardy enteroviruses may be the most dangerous life forms surviving modern water treatment. That’s
disturbing, because current research is linking some of
the 73 known human enteroviruses (Poliovirus, Coxsackie virus, Calicivirus, Echovirus, Rotavirus, Norwalk
virus, Hepatitis) to long-term, serious illnesses. The
most compelling evidence implicates Coxsackie virus,
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linked to a devastating form of heart disease in which
the heart becomes enlarged, flabby and weakeneddilated cardiomyopathy, currently the chief cause of
heart transplantation.
The virus seems to trigger a
post-infectious autoimmune disease that can eventually result in heart damage and death.

“For some of these viruses, years may pass between
initial exposure and symptoms,” said Rose. That long
duration makes it easy to understand why it’s been
extremely difficult for scientists to link, say a flu-like
illness one day with serious disease months or years
later. The true frequency and origins of many enterovirus infections, ma&ed until now, remain to be discovered.
Consumers concerned about possible microbial contamination of their drinking water have a number of

* Have your water tested. Many independent laboratories will test for toxins and bacteria.
* If you have a carbon filter, change the carbon at
least as frequently as the manufacturer suggests.
* In the morning run the water for at least half a
minute before taking a drink.
* Be certain that all faucets to which garden hoses
are attached are fitted with an anti-siphon device to
prevent a reverse flow from hose to indoor plumbing.
* Call the local water utility and get a free copy of
its latest water quality report. The report will list levels
of coliform bacteria and chemical pollutants found in
tap-water samples. The utility engineers may also be
able to provide you with a rough idea of the coliform
count in source water. If the number is above about
10,000 total coliforms per liter, the source water is
roughly as contaminated as that in Payment’s experiments.
* If you decide to buy a home water-treatment unit,
an excellent reference is the January 1990
magazine
article.
* Don’t confuse distilled water with sterile water.
Distilled water is not chlorinated and has been shown
to be frequently contaminated with bacteria.
* Bottled water may be purer than tap water, but
some city-manufactured
bottled waters may contain
more bacteria than plain tap water. Other bottled
waters may be a better bet-if you can determine your
local brand’s water source.
* For additional information, consult the EPA’s
Safe Drinking Water Hotline at (800) 426-4791, from
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST. [END OF QUOTING.]

[QUOTING:]

Consumers who have bought or who have been
considering buying reverse osmosis filters might want
to know that Pierre Payment recently discovered
an
unexpected
bacterial problem with many of them. Designed to remove bacteria from tap water, they can also
breed it-in
staggering
quantities.
Under-the-sink
reverse-osmosis
filters usually pass
water first through a carbon filter to remove chlorine
and other chemicals and then through a membrane that
excludes everything
but pure water.
Since the membrane filters water at a rate of one gallon every three to
six hours, the water is usually stired in a two-gallon
holding tank under the sink until it’s needed.
That’s
the problem.

The water in the tank has been stripped of the physiology of drinking water.”
residual chlorine that water plants add to stop bacterial
Last December, Congress’ General Accounting
growth in pipes. Sitting stagnate at room temperature
Office was far more critical of home water treatment
often for days in the tank is an ideal breeding ground units. “No single authority,” the GAO reported, “exists
for bacteria. And breed they do. Payment measured an to ensure that units perform as sales agents claim.”
average of 10,000 bacteria per milliliter of tank water-20 times more than average tap water, some units
New
Calling federal regulation of
breed up to IO million bacteria per milliliter. “Those sell you
consumers were drinking water that contained more the units “fragmented and incomplete”, the GAO recommended that the Consumer Product Safety Commisbacteria than milk,” says Payment.
“I was surprised,” the Canadian virologist remem- sion, the Federal Trade Commission, the EPA and
bered. He discovered that once a filter grows bacteria, industry coordinate a strategy to regulate the effectiveit would continue growing them in about the same ness and safety of the home units.
numbers for months. He published his findings in the
April 1991 issue of
a
Certainly units like the one used in Quebec are in
“The bacteria growing in the filter weren’t ones we dire need of regulation. Though about 600 manufactursee too often,” he says. His team grew the bacteria in ers make home water treatment units, only 54 to date
the lab, and watched as beige, yellow and sometimes have gotten around to having the Water Quality Assopinkish splotches spread across their petri dishes. The ciation certify their units. Ironically, even that certification (the “Prestigious Gold Seal” in association litmain
known erature) fails to test reverse-osmosis units for bacterial
contamination.
to other researchers and
harmless.
Instead, the Gold Seal is earned if the unit merely
Payment’s statistics suggested otherwise. People
drinking water from filters contaminated with fewer filters out dissolved solids, doesn’t leak under pressure
than 1,000 bacteria per milliliter are known to be and isn’t composed of toxic materials. Water Quality
coming down with gastroenteritis-about
what you Association literature -while stressing that these units
would expect from the normal population. But a third can filter tap water bacteria-never
mention that the
of the filters grew microbe-laden water with 100,000 or filters often produce water containing up to 100,000
more bacteria per milliliter.
People who drank that times more bacteria than the incoming tap water.
Payment’s 1991 research paper on the filters conwater, Payment
found, averaged
five bouts of
gastroenteritis each year-10 times what people drink- eluded: “These observations raise concerns for the
82.000 possibility of increased disease associated with certain
ing unfiltered tap water experienced.
point-of-use treatment devices for domestic use when
high levels of bacterial growth occur.”
“We want to repeat Pierre’s study,” said microbiIf it weren’t for these extra filter-bred illnesses,
have shown ologist Marc LeChevallier, senior research microbiologist with the industry’s American Water Works Service
35
40 Company. “Reverse-osmosis is a good system-just the
If he can ever conduct a repeat test with way it’s implemented may need to be modified. You’ve
biologically pure water-a technicalchalienge-he
may goi to recirculate that water to keep it from sitting
be able to pin down the exact level of sickness that tap stagnant.” [END OF QUOTING.]
water can produce.
***
The Quebec researchers have stumbled onto a major regulatory oversight-home
water treatment deI am quite sure we will again be blasted with “you
vices are barely regulated by the government.
“The
major problem is that nobody tests the filters microbio- fear mongers” and other nasty attacks. I, too, somelogically once they are installed,” says Payment. They’re times do not know why we and this crew “bother”, but
installed and then forgotten.
The salesman says, here it is. I ask that you take it or leave it, call if our
staff can assist you but spare us your politics and
“change the filter every six months, and that’s it.”
The $100 million home reverse-osmosis filter in- religious put-down. You as a whole are in dire circumstances and what you do with this information is solely
dustry has more than doubled since 1985.
“We’ve seen research that the human body is fully up to you. This is purely and simply offered as a public
service in information. Shouting denials at our paper
capable of tolerating higher amounts of bacteria,”
counters Peter Censky, executive director of the Chi- crew will merit you nothing but embarrassment as THE
cage-based Water Quality Association, representing
TRUTH projects itself. You have aiders and abetters of
2,600 manufacturers/services
of water treatment de- the NEW WORLD ORDER in your midst-knowing
or
I believe it is time you people open
vices. “Empirically, you consume much more bacteria unknowing-and
from your table, your face, your skin. But the question your dreamy eyes and look around you, for your time is
is still open because we don’t know enough about the running out quickly. Salu.
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to be quintessentially British rituals, but of course, in
reality they represent ceremonies which put the win7/I l/95
CONTACT;
dow dressing on the role of the British Royal Family as
protagonists in an international oligarchy which is
seeking to keep, and indeed, increase its domination of
the world.
The coincidence of the two events signifies the
1 would like to continue on with the input regarding
special honor accorded by his Royal masters, to the
our icon of cabalistic, Talmudic realization, Henry
American
Kissinger. That a mere honorary
Kissinger,
agent. However, let it be known that knight be invited as guest of honor to attend the races
this is not as important, possibly, for your understandwas, according to a Buckingham Palace spokesman,
“most unusual”, especially as Sir Henry and his wife
ing as the realization that this man is, more distinctly,
a British Agent.
had also been luncheon guests at the Palace.
Not so ironically, the Kissingers were dinner guests
June 30, 1995
has
an editorial regarding Kissinger’s newly acquired of British Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd and his
“Knighthood” through the British Crown which I find wife. Hurd was known as “Hitler” Hurd during his
school days, when apparently he already exhibited the
both amusing and accurate:
sadistic proclivities recently manifest in his support for
the Serbian fascist leadership.
[QUOTING:]
Interestingly, while Henry Kissinger was being
HENRY
KISSINGER
ON THE
honored at the Palace, in Italy the situation was quite
the opposite. Kissinger is again coming under scrutiny
ROAD
TO ASCOT
for his role in the
On June 20, Henry Kissinger was awarded the title
Ever faithful to
Kissinger took a direct hand in the
of Honorary Knight Commander of the Order of St. his British
Michael and St. George, by Queen Elizabeth. This rank frameup of Lyndon LaRouche, and
was a prime
&Knighthood is usually reserved for recommendations
mover in the overthrow and then execution of Pakistan
Prime Minister Bhutto, whom he had threatened to
for British foreign service or diplomatic personnel.
That same day, Kissinger attended the Royal
make into “a terrible example”. In 1974, Kissinger was
responsible for the infamous NSSM 200 directive
races with Prince Philip and the Queen. Front-page
newspaper photos show Sir Henry, wearing a top hat, in claiming population growth in developing countries as
attendance on the Royal Couple as the three were taken
Certainly there is an element of buffoonery in the
to the races in a horse-drawn carriage. Sometimes, as
in this case, a picture is worth a thousand words. Here new honors accorded to Sir Henry. Wags have even
we see the flapjowled former U.S. Secretary of State been turning the pages of Lewis Carroll’s
and National Security Adviser, shamelessly flaunting
in order to find an appropriate descriphis reward for his decades-long service to the British tion. “Now that Kissinger has traveled the road from
Queen’s pawn to knight,” the query, “does he aspire to
Crown.
For those who are familiar with Kissinger’s May the title ofRed Queen?” For those unfamiliar with their
this is the member of a pack of cards who kept
10, 1982 speech before the Royal Institute of International Affairs, at Chatham House in London, this will demanding: “Off with his head!”
There is an appropriate adage: Whom the gods will
not come as a complete surprise.
and destroy, they first make mad. How else can one explain
the insane willingness of the British monarchy to flaunt
the servitude of one of its chief lackeys, than sheer
Either Sir Henry, Queen Elizabeth, and
madness.
In that speech, Kissinger admitted that his first Prince Philip are mad for supposing that they will get
the rest of
loyalty was to the British government when he was away with such a parade of their villainy-or
us are mad for our willingness to allow these clowns to
National Security Adviser.
No comment!]
In that speech, he said of the postwar period: “The wantonly destroy our civilization.
British were so matter-of-factly helpful that they be[END OF QUOTING]
came a participani in internal American deliberations,
to a degree probably never before practiced between
sovereign nations. In my period in office, the British
played a seminal part in certain American bilateral
by Frank A. Cape11
negotiations with the Soviet Union-indeed,
they helped
draft the key document. In my White House
[QUOTING, PART 2:]
then,
1

p. 25-27

ABUNDANT
The Ascot Races, the premier social event of the
London “season”, and the award of a knighthood seem

POWER

AT

PLAY

Intelligence sources reported that Kissinger learned
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through a foreign intelligence agent of a plan to assassinate Chinese Communist dictator Mao Tsetung and
his assistant, Chou-En-lai.
Kissinger reportedly relayed the information which resulted in a purge of the
high-ranking military who were involved in the effort
to overthrow the Chinese Communist regime. Through
Kissinger’s efforts the Soviet Government was saved
from a possible famine and internal revolution, the
Chinese Communists from a military overthrow, and
numerous Communist satellite countries supplied with
desperately needed American technology, machines
and prime necessities. Billions of dollars in credit have
been granted to Communist countries as a result of
secret agreements made by Kissinger during his visits
to Communist countries, and many of his commitments
and agreements still remain secret. In every instance,
however, international Communism has been strengthened.
Here in the United States, on Kissinger’s recommendation, many security risks, including individuals
previously named as Communists and Soviet agents,
have been placed in strategic and policy-making positions in the State Department and have been given
important diplomatic posts overseas. At the Strategic
Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) the man selected by
Kissinger to be in charge of political intelligence on the
U.S. negotiation team was Boris Klosson who has been
known in intelligence circles as a security risk for over
twenty years. Other equally bad selections will be
discussed later.
Early in his career as Nixon’s top adviser, Kissinger
arranged to gain virtual control of the nation’s intelligence network. In November 1971 the White House
announced that intelligence activities were being “restructured” to improve their “efficiency and effectiveness”. Kissinger was placed in charge of a subcommittee of the National Security Council to review intelligence operations. Even such liberals as Sens. Stuart
Symington and J. William Fulbright protested, stating
that President Nixon had reshaped intelligence operations to vest more control in the hands of Henry Kissinger
without congressional advice. It has now been charged
that CIA reports no longer go to the White House and
President Nixon; they go directly to Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger.

For a time it seemed that Henry Kissinger had
emerged completely unscathed from the Watergate scandals. It seemed that no tapes contained his advice,
which is strange as he was Nixon’s top adviser on
national security-which
was supposed to be what the
“Plumbers” activities were all about. Kissinger just
went his merry way as if there were no such thing as
Watergate, while the nation was given shock after
shockvia the news media involving Nixon, Hunt, Dean,
Magruder, McCord, Liddy, et al. One man has involved Kissinger, however, not just as the innocent
bystander he seemed to be, but as the instigator of it all.
The conspiracy behind the Watergate conspiracy, a
--‘.-=‘---, to
__cause
____ the downfall of the American form
consniracv
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of government by discrediting its leaders, has been
hidden by the smoke screen of public indignation and
we have not been able to see the woods for the trees. It’s
about time we looked at those woods, and we shall
surely see Henry Kissinger lurking in them.

Kissinger became executive director of the Foreign
Student Project which had been started that year by
Harvard Summer School. In 1952 the name of the CIAfinanced project was changed to International Seminar
and it began publishing a quarterly journal entitled,
ofwhich Kissinger
was the editor from its inception.
A BUICK
GLANCE
AT A STRANGE
In 1953, when the Council on Foreign Relations
SUCCESS
STORY
launched a project allegedly to “seek the answer to the
Henry Alfred Kissinger, born at Fuerth, Germany, question of the threat of Soviet action against insufflMay 27, 1923, has come a long way fast since his cient American initiatives”, three subcommittees were
immigration to this country at the age of fifteen. The appointed and Kissinger was named study director.
West German magazine Der
carried an article Out of this emerged Kissinger’s book,
entitled “This German in the White House” in which it ens and
published in 1957 by Harper
is stated that Kissinger’s birth is recorded in the town and Brothers,
The book created quite a furore and
hall at Fuerth as
Heinz
son of Paula impressed the then Vice President Nixon,
Kissinger (nee Stern) and Louis Kissinger, address was
According to the N. I’. Times, the book “brought Mr.
Mathilden Strasse 23, Fuerth (which is in middle Kissinger to the attention of scores of politicians,
The Kissingers, with their sons Walther diplomats and military men and became a source book
Franconia).
and Henry, ctrme
1938
for American policymakers.”
from the Nazis.
By the time Kissinger received his Doctorate DeHenry arrived in Washington Heights, a section of gree in 1954 he was already serving as a consultant to
a number of government agencies and teaching at
New York City, in June, 1938 and after one orientation
year of regular classes at George Washington High Harvard. In 1955 Kissinger was appointed director of
School, switched to night schooi and worked days. Nuclear Weapons and Foreign Policy Studies for the
After graduating from high school he continued his Council on Foreign Relations. The following year he
education at night at the City College of New York became director of the SpecialStudies Project for the.
(CCNY) while still working days for the Leopold As- Rockefeller Brothers Fund, Inc. (having been appointed
cher Co., a shaving brush manufacturer on W. 23rd St.
One of the owners was a cousin of the Kissingers. In
these days the height of Henry’s ambition was to become an accountant. There were a number of Jewish
refugees in the Washington Heights area, many from
Kissinger’s native Fuerth and the neighboring town of
Nuremberg. Kissinger belonged to a youth group (Beth
Hillel Youth Group) made up mainly of German-Jewish
refugees. The group had religious and political speakers, among them Jacob K. Javits, then active in the
Reform Republican movement. A member of this group
wzis Ann (Anneliese)
Fleischer,
a refugee from
Nuremberg, who was to become Henry’s first wife.
Kissinger served in the U.S. Armed Forces from 1943
to 1946, being discharged with the rank of staff sergeant. He served with the 970th counter-Intelligence
Corps and remained in the Military Intelligence Reserve. While in service, he was reportedly investigated
by G-2 which opened a case because of Kissinger’s
reported attempts while in Germany to contact important personages there. Kissinger became a U.S. citizen
in 1943 through service in the U.S. Army. In view of
the fact that German had been Kissinger’s native tongue,
he became an interrogator
in counter-intelligence.
Later, although only a sergeant, he was put in charge of
administering a German town. By 1946, because of his
capabilities or connections, he was made a civilian
employee at a salary of $10,000 a year.
Upon leaving Germany, Kissinger entered Harvard
where he majored in government and received four
scholarships, among them the Rockefeller Foundation
Fellowship for Political Theory. Kissinger graduated
from Harvard in 1950 and received his MA degree in
1952 and PhD in 1954 in the Harvard Graduate School by Nelson Rockefeller), serving in that position for two
of Arts and Sciences. On February 6, 1949, he married years. From 1958 to 1959 he was Research Secretary of
Ann Fleischer and they had two children. The mar- a Council on Foreign Relations discussion group.
riage ended in a divorce in 1964. Noel E. Parmentel,
[END QUOTING OF PART 21
Jr., writing in the
of March 18, 1971,
stated “When he (Kissinger) was married to Ann, who
We will take up directly after the break.
was a genuine human being, he couldn’t stand it. After
she literally slaved to send him through graduate school
#l
he almost turned her into a zombie with all that screaming and shouting.
Just like the Gestapo.
He was
SLAVERY.
AMERICAN
STYLE
ashamed of her New York accent and always told her
how she embarrassed him in front of ‘important people’.
It got so bad she was scared to even open her mouth.
That house in Belmont was like ‘Gaslight’.” Both have
This is a continuation of the ongoing documentasince remarried, Ann to Saul G. Cohen, a chemistry
s University, in 3une 1973 and tion of Henry [KLEIN] Kissinger’s early seepage into
~~ith~~ the very fa~~~~ of ~~v$~nrnent~ and worl
nnes in March 1974.
We had just ~~~~~~, a couple of days ago
r his ~~ste~‘s Degree at Harvard,

in Part 2 about his being Research Secretary of a
Council on Foreign Relations discussion group. I will
be referring from time to time to a publication called
which is the official publication
of the Council on Foreign Relations. I would note that
a special advertisement for this Journal appears within
the pages of its publication where there is a picture of
LENIN laying flat on the ground as if just pulled from
his perch in Moscow. The caption says:
”

box

There is, in the picture, a handful of people standing around in jeans and T-shirts, with hands in pockets,
one or two with cameras, and generally no interest
other than vague curiosity of the activities of the crew
doing something off-camera, to the statue.
Ah! celebration of the downfall of Communism in
the Soviet Union? NO, THE RAISING OF THB LENIN
STATUE IN SEATTLE, WAS~NG~Nl
I! THAT IS
YGUR NEW WORLD ORDER: KHAZARIAN ZIONIST SOVIET CO~~ISM,
AND YOU ARB THBRB!
LENIN AND KISSINGER BOTH COMB FRGM THIS
SAME COCOON.
[QUOTING, H.E?VRY
PART 3:]
Kissinger continued teaching at Harvard but took
time out during the 196 l-2 period to be a consultant for
the National Security Council and the
U.S. Arms Control
and Disarmament
He also
Agency.
served intermitten~y
as a consultant to the
State Department
and worked closely
with
Walt
W.
Jackson
tells us
Rostow is A-l following Earl Warren on the Committee of 16-17-l Under the Kennedy Administration
Kissinger was special consultant
to
President Kennedy
on the Berlin Crisis.
1962
In
Kissinger became a
full professor
at
Harvard, and was on
the faculty of the
Center for International Affairs which
is CIA-financed.
Kissinger
was a
member of a group
at Harvard which
began working fifteen months before the presidential
elections in 1968 on a study for the benefit of the new
president, whoever he might be. Kissinger wrote the
foreign policy section of the resulting recommendations and President Nixon was reportedly so impressed
with it that he immediately asked Kissinger to see him.
Kissinger wrote the concluding essay in the massive
~tud~,-“Age~da
The central theme of the essay was that the
incoming administration of the United States must deal
with a world which is militarily “bi-polarized” but
politically “multi-polarized”.
When Richard Nixon announced that he was taking
Henry Kissinger into the White House with him, the
importance of Kissinger’s position was explained in an
article in the N. Y.
of December 8, 19
“For reasons that are as good and magical as they are
u~~~~tt~~~g~ the power of war and peace in the Unites

States resides in the
person of one man.
Last month,
the
country elected Richard M. Nixon for
the job. Last week,
the President-elect
chose the one man
who day in and day
out will guide and
guard him in that
task: Henry Alfred
Kissinger.. . .
“Dr. Kissinger is
to be that someone,
as McGeorge Bundy
was for President
Kennedy and
W.
has been
for
President
Johnson.

the be the secret government of the United States), the
Bilderbergers and the Pugwash Conferences. All three
are highly suspect organizations whose activities are
carried on in varying degrees of secrecy. Kissinger
continued the McGeorge Bundy, Walt W. Rostow pattern of individuals with CIA connections occupying the
top National
Security spot.
McGeorge Bundy,
Kennedy’s Special Assistant for National Security Affairs, was a former CIA man and an associate of
Kissinger at Harvard.
Walt W. Rostow, who took
Bundy’s place under Johnson, came from the CIAfinanced MIT Center for International Studies. Henry
Kissinger was associated with the International Seminar and the Center for International Affairs at Harvard,
also CIA-financed.
As the N. Y.
stated, Kissinger has access to
the academic community, both at home and abroad.
14

us.“] He participated in at
least one Pugwash Conference, being listed as a particinot
pant in Part Two of the two-part conference held at
there
Smugglers Notch, Stowe, Vt., Sept. 5-8, and Sept. lo17, 196 1. This was one of a series of meetings which
began in 1957 under the auspices of the very pro-Soviet
Cyrus Eaton and which derived their name from his
“Dr. Kissinger’s access and accessibility to the home in Nova Scotia at which the first meeting was
academic community must have been an important held. The name was changed from “Pugwash”, howconsideration in his selection, as also was his ten-year ever, to improve the image of the conferences and an
advisory relationship with Mr. Nixon’s principal rival, attempt was made to disassociate the conferences from
of New York... He helped to Eaton, at least in the eyes of the public.
lead scholars and thus government toward an underThe Conference attended by Kissinger was the
standing of the political and psychological problems Seventh Conference on Science and World Affairs, part
posed by nuclear technology and toward a re-examinatwo being on “Disarmament and Arms Control”. At the
tion of
Sixth Conference, entitled the Conference of International Scientists on World Security and Disarmament,
held in MOSCOW,Nov. 27 to Dec. 5, 1960, Kissinger’s
predecessor in the White House, Walt W. Rostow, gave
Conservatives were dismayed by Nixon’s appoint- the closing address.
The thinking of Rostow and
ment of Kissinger for Kissinger was the personification
Kissinger is similar in that
of all that American conservatives distrusted and feared
in a political leader. He has been associated with the
The general plan is for the United
Council on Foreign Relations (considered by many to States and the U.S.S.R.
to police the
world under
a
SUpMlatiOllai

authority
such as an
enlarged
and greatly
strengthened U.N.,
a

a

Henry Kissinger,

White House Years

31, 1972.

Some
of the papers
presented at
the Moscow
Pugwash
Conference
in
1960
were most
frightening
in their content but they
were
not
meant
for
the eyes and
ears of the
masses, just
for
those
who
are
planning
our future.
Men of
science are
not going to

have complete control of the new “World Disarmament-, as there are other important people in the
world... bankers, industrialists, diplomats. These people
who also meet and plan in secret are
Henry Kissinger has attended at least
one of their meetings.

His name was on the list of participants at the Williamsburg, Va. Conference, which took
place March 20, 21, and 22, 1964.
BILDERBERGERS
The idea of the Bilderberg meetings originated in the
early fifties. The first meeting that brought American
and European “leading citizens” together took place
under the chairmanship of Prince Bernhard at the
Biiderberg Hotel in Oosterbeek, Holland, from May 29
to May 31, 1954. Although the Bilderbergers claim
that they are not a “policymaking body”, and that “no
conclusions are reached”, they surely do not bring
important people from the four corners of the Earth for
nothing.
Another group of “unofficial” policymakers is the
Council on Foreign Relations with whom Kissinger has
long been affrliated. After a thorough investigation
this organization was declared subversive by the American Legion of California in 1962. Among the present
or past members of the CFR we find the following:
Alger Hiss, Ralph Bunche, Lauchlin Currie, Harry
Dexter White, Herbert Matthews, Joseph Barnes, Cyrus
Eaton, J. Robert Oppenheimer, John K. Fairbank and
Arthur Goldberg, all of whom have had a record of
close affiliation with Communists and some of whom
were actually identified as Communists.
During the first week of December 1968 the International Association for Cultural Freedom conducted a
five day closed seminar at Princeton, N.J. Ninety
individuals attended, among them Henry Kissinger,
who told those assembled, “The doors to the White
House will always be open to your ideas.” Present to
hear this kind invitation were Charles Hamilton, coauthor with Stokely Carmichael of the book,
Andreas Papandreu, left-wing leader of the
Panhellenic Liberation Movement, exiled from Greece
because of his pro-Communist activities; and some
participants from Communist countries.
Kissinger’s own words have expressed his goals
and they do not coincide with what the average American considers to be in the best interests of the United
States as a nation. He has stated, “Ending the war (in
Vietnam) honorably is essential for the peace of the
world. Any other solution may unloose forces that
would complicate prospects of international order.”
And this is what Kissinger and his intellectual colleagues want: international order, which would consist
of World Government in a World of Disarmament.
Kissinger recommended a start toward this in The
in 1965 in which he found a need
for improved consultation among the allies. He advocated a “united Europe with federal supranational institutions as the precondition for an Atlantic partnership”, or regional world government. Professor Henry
Paolucci, of St. John’s University, wrote a study about
Kissinger which appeared in the Congressional Record
of August 4, 1971, a portion of which states: “Henry
Kissinger, too, expressed as recently as 1965 the conviction that the time was at hand for a surrender of
nationhood because ‘institutions based on present concepts of national sovereignty are not enough.’ The
ultimate goal of a supranationalist world community,
he wrote, ‘will not come quickly; many intermediate
stages must be traversed before it can be reached. It is
not too early, however, to prepare ourselves for this
step beyond the nation-state.“’
And that is what Henry has been doing with all the
power at his command-preparing
the way for the end
of the United States as a nation.
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WITH
A LITTLE
HELP
FROM
HIS FRIENDS

Henry Kissinger started on the road that was to lead
him to the position of global superstar when he was
inducted into the U.S. Army on February 26, 1943. He
became a naturalized U.S. citizen while in the military
service in the U.S. District Court of Spartanburg, S.C.
on June 25, 1943. He received his basic training at
Camp Croft, S.C. and was enrolled in the Army Specialized Training Program at the University of North
Carolina and Lafayette University. He served in Europe in Company “G”,. 335th Infantry Regiment, 84th
Infantry Division as an investigator in the CounterIntelligence Corps. He was discharged as a staff sergeant in 1946 to accept employment as a Department of
the Army civilian instructor at the European Theater
Intelligence School at Oberammergau, Germany, serving in this capacity for one year. Upon his return to the
United States in 1947, Kissinger applied for a commission in the Officers Reserve Corps. He was appointed
2nd Lt. Ml (ORC) on April 19, 1948, promoted to 1st
Lt. Ml (USAF) on May 11,1951, and on November 15,
1955 was promoted to Captain. He completed annual
tours of active duty from 15 to 90 days duration in the
Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff G-2, U.S. Army
Intelligence Center at Fort Holabird, Maryland. Intelligence sources reported that during January and February of 1959 Kissinger visited the Federal Republic of
Germany and U.S. Army installations in Europe. Arrangements for his trip were made through General
On March 6, 1959 in a letter
Lyman Lemnitzer.
addressed to the adjutant general, Kissinger indicated
a desire to resign his commission because of other
obligations and the conviction that he could be “of
greater service in a high rank in case an emergency
necessitates this step;..”
It was while Kissinger was being trained in the
United States for his overseas service in Germany that
he made contact with the man who shaped his life.
Fritz Kraemer was a well-born German lawyer and PhD
who had so vigorously opposed the Nazis that he had to
leave Germany when Hitler came to power although he
was not a Jew. Kraemer, described as an “urbane
political refugee” but holding the rank of a lowly Pfc.,
was 3 5 years of age in 1944 and was touring U.S. Army
training camps, lecturing on what the Nazis were like,
indoctrinating
the soldiers who were about to fight
them with hatred and fear. Kissinger heard Kraemer
during one of this sessions and contacted him: “Can I
help you?” Kraemer sought out Kissinger at his training camp and later said: “I have just met a man who as
yet knows nothing but understands everything.” Their
relationship was thus established and continued. When
Maj. Gen. Alexander R. Bolling, commander of the
84th Division, asked Kraemer before they shipped out
to compile a list of all soldiers with foreign-language
capabilities, Kissinger’s name was on the list.
With “G” Company Kissinger boarded the USS
on Sept. 28, 1944 and two weeks later
When “G” Company entered
arrived in Liverpool.
Germany as the spearhead of the 84th Division, however, Kissinger was no longer with it. On the previous
evening he was

(part of the Ninth Army) which was pouring across
northern Germany.
His job, along with other CIC
agents, was to provide security against lingering Nazi
saboteurs. The agents had to identify not only the local
civilian spies but Gestapo agents and SS officers masquerading as regular Wehrmacht troops among the
POWs. Kissinger was reportedly very clever in outsmarting the masqueraders with little psychological
tricks to catch them off guard.
In June 1945 Sgt. Kissinger, by then 22 years old,
was commandant of the 970th CIC Detachment which
had been split off from the 84th CIC. With headquarters in the town of Bensheim, its assignment was to
“ferret out” Nazis in the civilian population of the
surrounding Bergstrasse district in Hesse, outside of
Heidelberg. Kissinger became the “absolute ruler” of
Bensheim with absolute power of arrest and power to
search without warrant.
“What a setup!” A friend who had visited Kissinger
wrote in his diary on Oct. 21, 1945. Kissinger lived in
a luxuriousvilla.(“like
a castle”, according to the diary)
in Zwingenberg, a suburb of Bensheim. Kissinger had
evicted the owners and moved in. Of course it would be
necessary to have a car and a girl-Kissinger
confis‘cated a white 1938 Mercedes-Benz sedan from a manufacturer and took a mistress, the beautiful blond widow
of a German officer, whom the owner of the diary met
at “a terrific party, a fabulous feast”. Kissinger reportedly had many girlfriends; “He always found the time to
go out.”
During his 18 months in Germany (first in G-2,
then in the CIC and finally in the military government)
Kissinger hunted down Nazis. Kissinger still boasts, “I
locked up more Gestapo than the entire rest of the U.S.
Army” and reportedly “beams with pleasure” at the
memory. He called himself “Mr. Henry” as an agent to
“blur his identity as a Jew”. There was reportedly a
‘%pecial camaraderie” among the Jewish refugees in
uniform but another Jewish CIC agent recalls that
Jewish agents tried to hide their origins from other
American soldiers-“It
wasn’t smart to make a big deal
about it.”
While “absolute ruler” of Bensheim, Kissinger put
prominent men on cleanup details which he initiated
especially for such persons but always insisted: “We
have not come here to take revenge.” “Mr. Henry”
transferred out of Bensheim in April 1946 after having
spent ten months as military administrator.
This was
yet another move arranged for by his friend Fritz
Kraemer, who by now was Lt. Kraemer and on the
faculty of the European Command Intelligence School,
located at Oberammergau.
He was instructing fieldgrade officers how to flush Nazis from their underground havens. Kraemer had a lot of influence at the
school and asked the school commandant to give
Kissinger a job as a lecturer. Kissinger, with little
more than a high school education, taught a course on
“The Structure of the Nazi State”, basing his lectures
on books and reports that Kraemer gave him. Since
Staff Sergeant was too low a rank for Kissinger to be
teaching majors and colonels, he was mustered out of
the Army on
23, 1946, four days before his 23rd
birthday.
As a civilian, Kissinger was paid so well
($10,000 per year) that he decided to stay overseas for
an extra year. (Kissinger’s brother, Walter, who at age
21 was an Army Lieutenant in Korea, also remained
overseas an extra year in Seoul as a War Dept. Foreign
Service officer because of the high pay.)
Kissinger left Oberammergau in the spring of 1947
and headed back to the United States. Kraemer saw him
off with the advice: “A gentleman doesn’t go to City
College. Please look for something else.” Kissinger
fixed his sights on Harvard.

interpreter for Gen. Bolling-on
the recommendation
of Fritz Kraemer who was now a G-2 sergeant with the
84th. Kissinger signed out of “G” Company on Nov. 8,
1944 and rolled across the border, alone at the wheel of
a Jeep, to Division Headquarters in Palenberg, three
miles within Germany. While he was still a driverinterpreter, Kissinger was made military administrator
of Krefeld. He was 21 years old and had no security
clearance but was now linked to the U.S. intelligence
community.
He was promoted to Pfc, was given a
HARVARD
security clearance within three weeks, was then jumped
to sergeant and officially became an agent in the Counter
Kissinger entered Harvard as a sophomore in 1947
Intelligence Corps.
at the age of 24, arriving with a stack of mysterious
Sgt. Kissinger then rejoined the 84th Division typewritten reports. One of his first roommates has

stated: “Henry knew his course and goals when he
arrived at Harvard.” His marks were so high he was
assigned a coveted “senior advisor tutor” who turned
out to be Prof. William Yandell Elliott, “high priest” of
Harvard’s Government Dept.
Kissinger was 27 years old when he
graduated from Harvard, summa cum laude, in the
Class of 1950. He was one of the 16 Harvard seniors
elected to Phi Beta Kappa.
Through Prof. Elliott, who was director of Harvard’s
summer school, Kissinger was put on the payroll. In
195 1 Elliott set up the Harvard International Seminars
and Kissinger was made executive director; he ran the
whole show, organizing the programs “almost singlehandedly”. Each summer 40 or 45 invitations were sent
out to rising young academics, government officials,
journalists and artists (with a definite accent on youth).
At first Kissinger selected the persons to be invited
through Elliott’s contacts, then more and more on his
own. Another professor noted that Kissinger had “an
instinct for inviting someone who could turn out to be
his host years later” in some foreign country. A former
colleague stated: “It seemed to me that Henry was
establishing a network of contacts... he was attracting
these very ambitious, very intense people who someday
he could call onas the leader of a government.” In 1954
one of his seminarians was Valery Giscard d’Estaing,
then a 29-year-old official in the French finance ministry and now president of France. The seminars were
financed by the Ford Foundation, the Rockefeller-backed
Asia Foundation and the “Friends of the Middle East”,
identified in 1967 as a CIA conduit.
In 1952 Kissinger
founded the publication
Confluence as an outgrowth of the seminars with the
aid of a $26,000 grant from the Rockefeller Brothers
Foundation.
survived only a dozen or so
issues, expiring when Kissinger took his first leave of
absence from Harvard in 1955 because he was passed
over for promotion from instructor to assistant professor even though he had gottenhis PhD in 1954. In 1955
Kissinger was investigated by Military Intelligence
because of the publication which was reportedly written from a pro-Communist point of view.
received financial assistance from the Ford Foundation. Among its advisers were a number of individuals
who, according to intelligence sources, had affiliations
with Communist or Communist-front organizations.
Their background and record was detailed in a contidential Military Intelligence report.
Described by a colleague as being “more interested
in being a person with political influence than in being
a scholar”, Kissinger left Harvard, temporarily as it
turned out, in 1955 and began establishing his relationship with Nelson Rockefeller, a man with influence in
both New York and Washington, who was at the time a
special assistant for international affairs at the White
stated: “It was
House. An article in the New York

For
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a dream match. The lowly academic yearned for poiiticai power. The man of wealth was obviously gearing up
for a run at the Presidency, and needed an inteiiec&al...” They met when Nelson Rockefeller organized
an arms control conference at the Quantico Marine
Base near Washington, D.C. in early June of 1955.
Fritz Kraemer (by now in the Pentagon) again reportedly recommended his protegc5, Kissinger, to be one of
the group of academics convened there. Other sources
say it was Prof. Elliott. No matter who it was, Kissinger
was now moving onto the political scene.
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United States, Kissinger said of him, “I would never Defense Department and State Department and so forth,
work for that man, the man is a disaster.”
One of not with the President preoccupied (with Watergate).”
President-elect Nixon’s first appointments was Henry
[END QUOTING OF PART 31
Kissinger as his top adviser but knowledgeable people
felt that Kissinger was not working for the “disaster”,
We will take up next with
that it was the other way around, except in public. [H:
a
[QUOTING, HENRY
(First Printing: 1974), PART 4:]
TORAS TO DO IN BOTH THE PRESIDENCY
REAL

ABOUT
THOSE
“ROCKEFELLERS’”
Kissinger stayed on the Rockefeller payroll as a
consultant for the next dozen years but did not go to
Albany with Rockefeller when he was successfiul in his
bid to become Governor of New York. He returned to
Harvard, having missed only one summer (1956) of the
Harvard International
Seminars, and resumed their
direction. He was also appointed director of the new
Defense Studies Program at Harvard, a foundationsupported seminar on national security. In 1958 the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce named Kissinger, then 35
years of age, as one of America’s 10 outstanding young
men.
After being named co-director of Harvard’s new
Center for International Affairs in 1958, Kissinger was
appointed an associate professor in 1959. Continuing
his summer International
Seminars, “he seemed to
systematically build up contacts,” according to one
participant.
When the New Frontier took over Washington in 1960, Harvard faculty members were flocking
to the White House but Kissinger was asked late and did
not make the grade. He was known as “Rockefeller’s
man” and lasted only 18 months with the Knights of
Camelot.
He was eased out after he annoyed the
Kennedy people by taking his wife on a personal tour of
India, Pakistan and Israel, presenting himself everywhere as a White House consultant in an attempt to give
the trip an official air. By 1962 Kissinger was back at
Harvard and was now a fill professor. He clashed with
his colleagues on a number of occasions, however, and
a fellow professor stated: “I feel certain that if a proper
mental diagnosis had been made in 1962, he would
have been declared sick.” Kissinger’s wife also was
finding him hard to get along with. In 1963 he went to
Europe with Nelson Rockefeller; they called on DeGaulie
and the Pope. When they returned Kissinger left his
wife and they were divorced in Reno in August, 1964.
Continuing his political activities, Kissinger became an “expert” on Vietnam and fed “think pieces” to
the Johnson Administration through a friend in the
State Department. The White House decided to make
use of Kissinger’s many contacts, among them Jean
Sainteny whose wife, Claude, had once attended one of
the Harvard International Seminars. Sainteny was an
old friend of Ho Chi Minh. Others were Raymond
Aubrac and Herbert Marcovich. Paul Scott reported in
his syndicated column on November 12, 1969: “Aithough it has been one of the best kept secrets of the
Vietnam War, Kissinger has been deeply involved in
secret talks with the North Vietnamese. Two mysterious Frenchmen have been Kissinger’s go-betweens with
Hanoi. They are Raymond Aubrac and Professor Herbert
Marcovich, friends of Wilfred Burchett, the Australian
correspondent whom the Kremlin and Peking use frequently for high-level intelligence and diplomatic operations.” (Burchett is a known KGB agent.)
Aubrac has been director of the U.N. Food and
Agriculture Organization, was a close personal friend
of Ho Chi Minh, and had been introduced to Kissinger
when he was a Harvard professor in 1967 by Marcovich,
a professor at the University of Paris. Kissinger and
Marcovich had met earlier at one of the Pugwash
meetings organized by pro-Soviet millionaire Cyrus
Eaton.
Before Richard Nixon was elected Preside@$ of the

a

Associates,

Moscow
Top White House aides, Haideman
and Ehrlichman, were hostile to Kissinger but he sat it
out. He played down his Jewish background and cultivated the press. Eventually a strangeconspiracytoppied
Haideman and Ehriichman but sent Kissinger’s forWhile Watergate swallowed
tunes even higher.
Kissinger’s enemies before they could get rid of him,
pressure was exerted on the White House to make
Kissinger Secretary of State. William Rogers was
eased
and Kissinger got the name as well as the
game. Nelson Rockefeller was quoted as stating in an
interview, “,.. I felt it was tremendously important that,
for Henry to carry the responsibilities of the ArabIsraeli conflict, he couldn’t be negotiating with the

2, 1968.

DISASTER

“Kissinger has used his position in government as
a protective cloak to conceal his larger ambitions and
Far from being a detached, objective arbiter
of presidential decision-making, he has become a crncial molder and supporter of Mr, Nixon’s foreign policy.
Instead of merely holding the bureaucracy at comfortable arm’s length, he has entangled it in a web of
useless projects and studies, cleverly shifting an important locus of advisory power from the Cabinet departments to his own office.” Thus wrote the liberal editor
of the
David Landau, in an article in
the
Post of July 11, 1971. Mr. Landau also
noted that, as a confidential adviser to the President,
Kissinger successfully claimed executive privilege when
asked to testify on the record in congressional hearings.
A former employee of Kissinger told Noel E. Parmentei,
Jr.: “He’s (Kissinger) got us ail buffaloed. He can (and
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will)

your security, get you a foundation black ball,
you at the colleges, put you in Coventry. He’s got
spies in every department. He’s running the Ministry
of Fear. All his phones are tapped and he keeps long
dossiers.”
After Kissinger’s appointment as National Security Adviser, he greatly increased the staff of assistants,
consultants and advisers and included among them a
number of persons with dubious backgrounds. He has
publicly admitted that he personally cleared two key
staff members after they were denied clearances from
government security authorities.
A high former offrcial of the FBI has disclosed that among Kissinger’s
personal appointees there were numerous serious security problems involving individuals engaged in espionage and leaking secret information. After he became
Secretary of State, Kissinger continued to favor security risks for top position;
The selection of Boris Klosson,
well known in intelligence circles
as a security risk, to be in charge of
political intelligence on the U.S.
SALT negotiating team was one of
Secretary Kissinger’s bad moves.
Among the derogatory items in
Klosson’s security file would be
the fact that a female Soviet agent
taken into custody on her arrival in
the United States was found to have
Klosson’s current address in her
contact book. While in the American Embassy in Moscow, Klosson
blocked intelligence reports from
reaching Washington concerning
KGB operations against Americans
in the Soviet Union. Klosson was
respon.sible for Lee Harvey Oswald
being given permission to return to
the United States fromthe U.S.S.R.
after he had given up his American
citizenship. Klosson wrote a fictitious report concerning Oswald’s
disillusionment with Communism
and even provided the funds for
Oswald and his Communist wife to
return to the United States.
A
short time later Oswald assassinated President John F. Kennedy.

years ago an intelligence agent had reported Leonard
Unger, along with a group in the State Department, as
being under Soviet control.
The appointment by Kissinger of a confessed homosexual to the post of Inspector General of the U.S.
Foreign Service was a continuation of his White House
practice of overriding security officials. Security officials warned him that his choice, James Sutterlin, was
a potential security risk and should not be placed in so
sensitive a position. One top level government security
officer stated: “Kissinger has opened the door for literally hundreds of homosexuals and security risks to
move into the highest policy-making positions in government. Already there is a homosexual ring operating
at the top level of the State Department with links in
other agencies.” Official reports show that Sutterlin’s
activities while he was stationed in Germany caused
scandal and were known to the intelligence agencies of

he was an avid reader of Communist publications,
including the
and Young
that he had attended Communist party meetings; that even while in college he was a member of the
Communist and subversive American Student Union
and attempted to establish a Young Communist League
chapter in his college.
Secretary of State Kissinger has been making what
he calls “substantial progress” in negotiating a new
treaty regulating the American-owned Panama Canal.
He selected as his assistant in negotiating the surrender
of U.S. sovereignty over the Panama Canal Zone U.S.
Ambassador-At-Large Ellsworth Bunker. By proper
security standards, Bunker is another security risk. He
was not only a member but actually was a director of the
American Russian Institute for Cultural Relations with
the Soviet Union, an organization cited as Communist
and subversive by both the U.S. Attorney General and
the Senate
Internal
Security
Subcommittee. A
long time
member of
the Council on Foreign Relations,
Bunker
was honorary
president
of the Fore i g n
Policy Association,
member of
the radical Council
World 2
fairs, and
a trustee
of
the
(Marxist)
N e w
School for
Social Research.
Bunker,
who also assisted in formulating the plans for the sellout of South Vietnam, reached a preliminary agreement
with Panama’s Foreign Minister Juan Antonio Tack.
Kissinger is known to secretly agree with the proCommunist Panamanian government’s demands that
the United States relinquish sovereignty over the 530square-mile Canal Zone. Sources state that the new
agreement will eliminate the wording “in perpetuity”
Kissiuger and
which appeared in the 1903 treaty.
Bunker have agreed to abrogate the 1903 treaty and
accept a new agreement which would eliminate U.S.
criminal and civil jurisdiction in the Canal Zone, increase our annual payments to the Panamanian government, and ultimately end our sovereignty over the
Canal Zone.
Another Kissinger target is Cuba which, under
Fidel Castro, has become a Communist stronghold.
Steps have been taken to “normalize” relations; the
Mexican magazine
reported last summer that,
while ostensibly on a visit to the home of a movie star,
Henry Kissinger (who specializes in secret trips) met
with Castro. The magazine also reported on other trips
to Cuba by Kissinger when he visited Mexico, stating
that his presence there was “no trivial matter without
political significance, as President Nixon’s own counsellor and other persons with whom he had personal
contact... wish to make it appear.”
The pretext of
coming “to have a rest” in Acapulco, like so many other

“In the name of ‘detente’ the USSR and the Communist
countries of Eastern Europe are receiving help in the form of
trade, technology and credits which will save them from the
threat of revolt by their down-trodden masses.
a

by American tax-

payers.”

changes
go
The man selected by Henry Kissinger to be Ambassador to Chile, after Marxist President Allende was
ousted, was David Popper who came into the State
Department on the recommendation of Alger Hiss with
whom he was closely associated with a long list of
Communists and Soviet agents in connection with
magazine. The investigation in the Amerasia
Case disclosed that over 1700 documents of confidential and secret classification had been taken from various government departments on behalf of the Soviet
Union. Popper was named as an agent of Soviet Intelligence by a defector and was also identified as a
Communist by the late Louis Budenz, who had been
editor of the Communist
and member of
the Communist Party, USA.
AS Ambassador to the Republic of China (Taiwan)
Kissinger named Leonard Unger who assisted in the
overthrow of the anti-Communist Prime Minister of
Thailand. Unger was reported as a dues-paying member of the Communist and subversive Washington
Bookshop Association at whose location secret Cornmunist Party meetings were held regularly. Over 25

several countries. Sutterlin was reported as carrying on
a homosexual affair with Edward Kelly, an individual
who was later forced to resign (in good standing) from
the State Department as a result of his activities while
security officer in the U.S. Embassy in Warsaw. The
homosexual affair between the new Director General of
the Foreign Service and former security officer Edward
Kelly was reported by an officer of military intelligence
to the proper authorities in Washington. Edward Kelly
was reportedly compromised by a male Communist
agent in Warsaw and the full story of the “sex and spy
scandals” in the Warsaw Embassy has yet to be told.
American
ied, diplomats were compromised, American diplomats
who were also Soviet agents operated freely, and many
persons among the embassy personnel were compromised by trained female Communist agents. All
this occurred while Kelly was in charge of embassy
security. Informed Washington sources have reported
that there is a secret arrangement whereby high-ranking sex perverts in the State Department are protected
from disclosure and
Kissinger’s appointment of Louis Arnold Wiesner
as the State Department official in charge of refugee
affairs could assure ‘favorable treatment for Communists, posing as defectors or refugees, to enter the
Wiesner was reported as a serious
United States.
security risk and the intelligence reports disclose that
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tourists from North America and other parts of the
world, is not in agreement with the frequency of trips to
this port, the magazine stated. It is not exactly a secret,
the magazine article continued, that Henry A. Kissinger
has feigned an excuse for so many visits to the port of
the state of Guerrero in order to mysteriously disappear
afterwards for several days, and as had been verified, in
spite of all his precautions to prevent it from becoming
known, he has had as many interviews with Fidel
Castro Ruz in 1972.
Such secret trips by Kissinger are an integral part
of his modus operandi. As of February, 1972 he had
made twelve clandestine trips to France to confer with
the Vietnamese Communists while making preliminary
arrangements for the “Peace with Honor” which supposedly ended the Vietnam War. By using military
aircraft, changing planes, and staying in CIA hideouts
(safe houses), Kissinger met and conferred with the
Communists in secret locations selected by them. The
final “peace” was concluded, after much devious diplomacy, and is considered by knowledgeable military
men to be a defeat with secret reparations promised by
Kissinger to be paid by the United States to the North
Vietnamese Communists. Three and one-half years of
talks were timed to culminate in “Victory” with the
approach ofthe 1972 presidential elections. Kissinger’s
celebrated “Peace is at hand” statement was reportedly
made with an eye to the elections which were only
twelve days away. An article by Tad Szulc in the 1974
summer issue of
states that some of
Kissinger’s aides stated that Kissinger wanted “to commit Nixon to a quick peace. He seemed worried that
after the elections Nixon might reopen the whole diplomatic situation; he feared that given Nixon’s natural
inclinations, the President might revert to toughness
after being re-elected.”
And so peace came at just the right time for Nixon
and Kissinger but it might have come sooner. Rear
Admiral lra E. McMillian had visited with Henry
Kissinger and President Nixon in August of 1970 and
presented a plan to bring peace in Vietnam. President
Nixon expressed interest in the plan but made the
statement that it should not be used until October 1972,
just before the election. The Admiral was shocked and
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thereafter, through his many contacts, continued to save them from the threat of revolt by their downpromote his peace plan without success. Finally, in trodden masses.
a
desperation, he planned to make public the president’s
reluctance to bring peace except in connection with his
reelection campaign timed for October 1972. Thereupon, on orders of Henry Kissinger, Admiral McMillian
was kidnapped on a Washington street on March 17,
BEFORE
1972 and forcibly taken to Bethesda Naval Hospital that this
where he was kept against his will for one month with
no charges of any kind brought against him, nor any
explanation for the kidnapping. The Admiral got the
by American taxpayers.
message... peace would come when it would do the most
Among those businessmen profiting from dealing
good
with the Communists is Henry Kissinger’s brother,
One of Kissinger’s great accomplishments which Walter, who has become a millionaire. Walter Kissinger
will go down in history is the “opening” of (Commu- graduated from Princeton in 195 1 and, after receiving
nist) China. If it had not been for some fancy footwork his Master’s degree from Harvard in 1953, he became
by Kissinger, however, his friends, the Communists, assistant to the vice-president of foreign operations of
might not have continued to be in control of this so- the General Tire and Rubber Co. of Akron, Ohio. By
called People’s Republic. Kissinger learned of a pend- 1957 he was president of the Advance Vacuum Proding coup d’etat and made a secret trip to Peking to warn ucts Co. and during the next several years became a top
the Chinese leaders. Washington sources report that an executive of three other corporations. He is president
Israeli intelligence officer learned of a plot to assassi- and chief executive officer of the Allen Electric Equipnate Mao Tse-tung and Chou En-lai in order to effect a ment Co. of Chicago and maintains his office at Sands
military takeover of Red China. This information was Point, L.I., N.Y. He also heads a West German firm,
turned over to CIA Director Richard Helms, who made Rohe Company, which negotiated a contract involving over
a hurried visit to Tel Aviv and returned with detailed $125 million with the Soviet Union to build and equip five
information on the matter for Henry Kissinger and hundred gasoline stations in and around
Kissinger’s diplomacy makes bountiful use of money
President Nixon. Kissinger then took a fast plane to
As one lawmaker
China and his visit resulted in the execution of a group
of top Chinese military men and a blackout of news stated (in regard to a proposed Export-Import Bank
from Red China. Kissinger arranged for Nixon’s fa- credit to Moscow): “The question is whether we can
mous trip to the People’s Republic and from there on afford Henry Kissinger.”
Most people think that
things were all downhill.
By December of 1973 Kissinger is running about the world bringing peace to,
Kissinger had completed six (publicly known) trips to embattled nations, pouring oil on troubled water?.
Communist China and had assured his Communist Actually what he is pouring is money, bringing the
hosts that no matter what happens in the United States United States to the brink ofbankruptcy which is closer
in the future, friendship with China is the one constant than the “verge” where it has been for some time. In
factor of American policy. Like the “detente” with discussing Kissinger’s “checkbook diplomacy” which
Moscow, Kissinger was arranging to make this associa- is sharing our wealth too freely, Congressman John R.
Rarick stated: “It doesn’t take a degree in higher
tion “irreversible”.
In the name of “detente” the USSR and the Commu- mathematics to add up the costs to the American taxnist countries of Eastern Europe are receiving help in payers of the ‘peace settlement’ of the October Middle
The first figure to write down is
the form of trade, technology and credits which will East War.
$2,200,000,000.
Label this item ‘emergency military
loans to Israel during the October War’. Now, jot down
under the heading, ‘foreign aid to Egypt to cover the
costs of renewing diplomatic relations’, the sum of
$250,000,000... include another $29,000,000 to build
to
and fortify a U.S military installation on the tiny speck
of land in the Indian Ocean called Diego Garcia. Now
write down $350,000,000 under the column headed
‘Israel’. Label $50 million of this ‘security assistance’
and $300 million as ‘military credit sales’. Label Dr.
Kissinger ‘a big-time spender with taxpayers’ money’.
Make a note of $20,500,000 for ‘foreign aid to Jordan’.
Credit $100 million of it as outright military aid gifts,
with $30 million as military credits and $77.5 million
in economic aid. Under the heading, ‘Middle East
Slush Fund’, -the State Department prefers to call it a
‘Special
Requirements
Fund’-write
down
$100,000,000. This is Dr. Kissinger’s ‘miscellaneous
detente kitty’ to be used to bankroll the U.N.‘s peacekeeping forces, refugee aid and various development
projects.
“Now draw a line and total the figures. My arithmetic places the known total of money syphoned from
the U.S. Treasury
into the Middle
East at
$3,136,000,000.
In announcing his proposed budget
for foreign aid spending for fiscal year 1975, President
Nixon said that the $5,180,000,000 he wants Congress
to give him and Dr. Kissinger is ‘the minimum essential to support the responsible and constructive American role of international leadership and cooperation’.”
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[END QUOTING OF PART 41
We will take up with Mr. Kissinger’s
WORKING

machinery

WONDFR
when we next turn to this topic.
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Noahide Laws.
Public Law 102-14
Phoenix Journal #88, ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION (THE ADL IN ACTION).

often secretive about their activities, questionable or
illegal deals are sometimes exposed. Yair Klein, a
lieutenant colonel in the army reserves who used to run
a private security firm, was convicted in 1990 of illegally selling weapons and military expertise abroad.

-

This excellent article by Alan Cantwell, Jr., M.D.,
comes froma recent issue of the
Colombian officials charged at (P.0 Box 23715, St. Louis, MO 63121). Here is a brief
the time that Klein was arming and training Colombian excerpt, [quoting:]
drug tral.ickers.
He has denied the charges. He was
In the search for a cause of the syndrome,
lined $40,000 by the Israeli court and runs a chicken epidemiologists have been searching for a common
restaurant in Tel Aviv. [@‘ell, I
‘t
factor that could have exposed everyone stationed in
Last year, Israeli mercenaries were revealed to be the Gulf. Some sick vets were in the war zone for
training soldiers in the West African nation of Zaire months, while other ill vets served in the Gulf for as
[For
in a multi-million dollar deal. According little as nine days! And the disease has affected troops
to other reports, former Mossadoperative Mike Harari
who were stationed in widely scattered geographic
several years ago obtained weapons systems and bug- areas in the Gulf.
ging devices for Panama’s president, Manuel Noriega.
As early as December 1990, there were warnings
against experimenting with U.S. troops. There was
CIA Pipeline series
CONTACT)
a
great concern about the decision of the FDA to allow
well the Pentagon to use unapproved experimental drugs
and vaccines on soldiers without their consent. Fur‘s
thermore, the Pentagon refused to identify the types or
e&o& By Way df Deception.]
the numbers of drugs and injections that ihey intended
to prescribe.
An angry soldier stationed in Saudi Arabia sued the
government in January 1991 over the issue. Ever since
the Nuremberg trials, which convicted many top-ranking Nazis for crimes against human nature, it has been
considered unethical and unlawful to use people as
guinea pigs in medical experiments without their informed consent. This ethical requirement was waived
when the soldier’s lawsuit was dismissed by U.S. District Judge Stanley S. Harris. The judge cited the
necessity of the military to protect the health of its
troops; the fact that the vaccines and drugs were untested and unapproved by the FDA was deemed irrelevant. Soldiers who refused injections were given them
forcibly.
The military has a long history of conducting covert medical experiments on its own personnel, as well
as on civilians. Dozens of secret, planned bioattacks
were perpetrated on American cities during the 1950s
and 196Os, the most notorious being a six-day bioattack
on San Francisco in which the military sprayed massive
clouds of potentially harmful bacteria over the entire
city. Physicians play a crucial role in covert and
unethical experimentation,
as chronicled by Gordon
Thomas, author of
a

From the July 3 issue of the
[quoting: ]
BOGOTA, Columbia-If
you thought cocaine was
bad news, wait until you hear about Burundanga.
Burundanga is a kind of Colombian voodoo powder
obtained from a common local plant of the nightshade
family, a shrub called borrachera, or “drunken binge”.
Used for hundreds of years by Native Americans in
religious ceremonies, the powder when ingested causes
victims to lose their will and memory, sometimes for
days.
In Columbia, the drug’s
most avid fans are street criminals.
Crooks mix the
powder with sedatives and feed the Burundanga cocktail to unsuspecting victims whom they then proceed to
rob-or worse. Doctors here estimate that Colombian
hustlers slip the odorless, colorless and soluble
Burundanga in food or drink to about 500 unwittingly
victims in the city each month. “The victim can’t say
no; he has no will and becomes very open to suggestion.
It’s like a chemical hypnotism,” says Dr. Camilo Uribe
“From
the moment it’s given, the victim remembers absolutely
nothing of what happened.” Not all cases of Burundanga
involve theft or robbery. Sometimes, victims have been
used as mules to carry cocaine
says Dr. Uribe’s brother Manuel, a neurologist practicing at the clinic.

From the June 28 issue of
[quoting:]
BOSTON-U.S.
officials on Tuesday shared with
Israeli government the proceeds from assets seized
from drug traffickers.
The U.S. attorney in Boston,
Donald Stern, presented a check for nearly $35,000 to
Israelis consul-general, Asher Yarden. The traffickers
were captured with the help of the Israeli national
police and it is thought to be the first time such confiscated assets have been shared out between governments.
and

(1989).
Vaccines can be hazardous. In WWII, more than
50,000 cases of hepatitis were caused when troops were
injected with yellow fever vaccine unknowingly [??I
contaminated with human blood serum containing inLast year, Israeli mercenaries were revealed to
fectious hepatitis B virus. Even the mandated “DPT”
be training soldiers in the West African nation of
shot routinely given to babies has known risks....If
Zaire.
serious consequences of compulsory “routine” and “approved” vaccines are freely admitted, what are the
health consequences of unapproved, untested and experimental vaccines?
From an Associated Press article in the June 25
Experimental and non-experimental
inoculation
issue of the
[quoting:]
When some of the world’s most powerful, most
a
surreptitious
way
of
“introducing”
This article appeared in the June 27 issue of the programs .-can be
.
harmful lntectious agents Into unsuspecting people.
famous and most notorious people want their security NEW
[quoting:]
Is the Persian
guaranteed, they hire Israeli firms. Although no exact
Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson, the leader of
numbers are available, one defense expert, speaking on the Brooklyn-based Lubavitch movement who died a Gulf Syndrome another AIDS Holocaust in the making? Like AIDS, the disease can be traced back to
condition of anonymity, said some 4,000 Israeli compa- year ago at age 92, will be awarded the Congressional
human experiments with untested and unapproved vacnies
are active in the security Gold Medal in Washington tomorrow.
cines. Like AIDS, the Gulf syndrome appears to be
field. And that number is rising. The firms need
transmissible through sexual activity, and canbe passed
Defense Ministry approval to sell weapons and make
on to children. Like AIDS, the vets’ disease affects the
training contracts overseas, but modern communicaimmune system. Like AIDS, there is no cure.
tions and a global marketplace have made enforcing the
Public Law 102-14,
.. .
_..*.
.
restrictions difficult. While private security firms are

The funds came from the sale of assets seized
from an international drug ring led by Israeli national
Shmuel David. Sixteen members of the gang were
convicted in 1989 of distributing hundreds of pounds of
cocaine in the Boston area.
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a setback for the timber industry and property-rights
A congressional report said 90 percent of the 781
advocates.
endangered or threatened species listed by the govemBoth sides agree the Endangered Species Act out- ment in 1993 have habitats on privately owned land.
This Associated Press article is from the July 2 laws direct hunting, trapping, or killing of endangered With the ruling, federal regulators can require speciesissue of
[quoting:]
and threatened species of animals. They also agree the friendly development restrictions on millions of acres
The busses rumble up to the Washington Monu- law bans destruction of a protected species’ habitat on of beach front, farms, and forest if they can prove losing
ment, one after another, discharging respectful Ameri- federal land. But they went to court over the law’s the privately owned land would harm the animal. [If
cans onto a green and ordered landscape. They have application to protect habitats located on private propcome to see their capital, reflecting the best of what
do
their nation can be. What they see is spectacular. But
the Washington they don’t see is an affront to America’s
ideals.
This is Washington, D. C., in 1995:
* The police chief resigned, saying things were so
bad that some officers couldn’t file search warrants
because they had run out of the proper forms.
* Department of Public Works crews were reduced
until only six workers were left to cut city-owned grass.
Near the U.S. Soldiers’ and Airmen’s Home, weeds
stand 5 feet high.
* A study found 42 percent of the city’s black male
population in prison or jail, on probation or parole or
the damages against you? The Ekkers and Phoenix Instibeing sought.
tute
are ACTING UNDER THE DIRECT REGULATIONS
* Schools began late because of fire code violations
We have other fires in full out-of-control
status this OF THE LAW IN THE REQUIRED HANDLING OF LEON
and closed early to save money.
I AM CAUSED TO WON* Four of the city’s 15 dilapidated health clinics were morning so I must ask Dharma that we be elsewhere for a FORT’S INVOLVEMENT.
while.
This
sponge-ball
soft-ball
game
is
moving
into
DER
HOW
QUICKLY
YOU
WOULD HAVE THESE
closed due to lack of money at a time when the AIDS
virus

is spreading

more quickly

in Washington

than

any other major U.S. city.
Crime has declined recently, but drugs and lawlessness still rule many neighborhoods.
In a recent
five-month period, about 1500 teenagers were arrested
for crimes ranging from homicide to car theft, causing
the City Council to vote to impose a youth curfew. Even
the mayor has a criminal
record.
Marion Barry was
recently
returned
to office after a four-year
hiatus,
some of which was spent in prison on drug charges.
“There’s a cultural element to this,” Sam Smith,
editor of a muckraking
local newsletter.
“We’re a town
of bureaucrats, and it will curse us evermore.‘* [Which
one
a
a

golf-ball-hard
hard-ball.
Mr. Green’s team is making
rather interesting
phone calls anonymously
and telling
ones such as Dr. Young that he had better be “getting out”
because the “group” (Ekkers) are going to be ELIMINATED. This is then being picked up by The Green Team
of attorneys and other parties more closely placed. These
people are writing total LIES to Gerry Spence and this will
be countered. Further, I want this countered NOW. There
is enough trouble and pain brought against my people for
simply serving GOD, that I intend to accept no more. The
outright lies are going to be rebutted, sentence for sentence, and IN-CONTEXT.
This is not going to make Ann
Beam, the”Fabulous Leon Fort’s room-mate”, very happyOR-perhaps
the lies have been thrown into her own eyes
until blindness and deafness has occurred. She is offended

PEOPLE EXECUTED IF YOU INDEED WERE ONE OF
THE LENDERS TO THE INSTITUTE-WHILE
SOMEONE TRIED TO STRIP YOU OF YOUR FUNDS AND
RUN YOU INTO BANKRUPTCY??
AND, ANNIE, YES
INDEED, DEAR ONE-LEON
DIDN’T KNOW WHAT
TROUBLE IS OR WAS-UNTIL
YOU MOVED INTO
HIS BEDROOM FROM YOUR LITTLE TENT IN THE
CAMP-GROUND.
Leon himself states that he came to Tehachapi BCCAUSE OF GEORGE GREEN. He did whatever he did
because of George Green. I want to know directly, now,
WHY IS THE HANDLING OF THE INSTITUTE AFFAIRS IN LAWFUL MANNER SOMEHOW
CRIMI-

NAL ACT ON THE PART OF E.J. EKICER’?
You state that Leon came to Tehachapi to

that we have s&ted that she was a member of a witches’ Well, my dear, he found YOU. If he was searching for a
coven in Arizona. I did not accuse her of that-people from “group” in order to attach to GOD, he certainly did come to
her town RECOGNIZED HER and started to
a-meet- the wrong place under the wrong assumption-which
was
ing just because she was there and they wanted no part of also to be with and assist GEORGE GREEN! I, NOR ANY
anything that presented witchcraft as a mode of operation.
LESSONS I OFFER, HAVE CHANGED ONE IOTAMs. Beam can belong to ANYTHING she wishes.
BUT LEON’S LIFE CHANGED INSTANTLY WITH
This Reuters article comes from the June 25 issue
[quoting: ]
Despite grumbling by congressional Republicans
against the United Nations, the American public strongly
backs the world organization more than it does Congress, according to a poll released Saturday. [Polls

From the June 30 issue of
[quoting:]
In one of the most important

environmental cases
in a generation, the Supreme Court on Thursday affirmed the- government’s broad authority to require
private landowners
to protect the habitat of endangered
wildlife.
The court ruled 6-3 that the U.S Fish and Wildlife
Service has not exceeded the intent
of the 1973 Endangered
Species Act
by prohibiting
the modification
or destruction
of wildlife habitat on private land in order to protect threatened and endangered
species from harm. Ruling in a
dispute from Oregon over protection
of the northern
spotted owl, the court said the 1973 law provides
“comprehensive
protection
for endangered
and threatened species”,
and the government’s
interpretation
that such protection
includes
habitat is reasonable.
The decision is a big victory for environmentalists
and

I find it difficult to believe that she would object to the
other statement about being an “emissary
for George
Green”; there were three people who HEARD HER MAKE
THE STATEMENT,
WHILE ASSUMING
SHE WAS
TALKING TO GEORGE, HIMSELF.
“...Hi, remember
me, I am ‘your’ emissary from Arizona...” Didn’t mean it?
Then I suggest everything said since that day has been to
enforce the statement, not diminish it.
Now, to tell
Spence (you did realize that Mr. Green
would send your letter, Ann, to the four comers of the wind
and right back to this desk, didn’t you?) that there is
“ANOTHER George Abbott with the same name, who had
been disciplined by the Nevada State Bar for alcoholism”
is a bit much, even for you, Annie. To further state that a
court order against the Institute was issued at the same
time as “dropping all charges against Leon” and for paying
all Leon’s ATTORNEY’S
fees is even more amusing.
Don’t you even LOOK AT THE COURT DOCUMENTS?
OR DO YOU SIMPLY LIE OUTRIGHT SO THAT YOU
DON’T LOOK SO SILLY WHEN YOU COME BACK
AND CAN SAY, “OH, I DIDN’T KNOW, I WAS
TOLD...!“?
By the way, the “deposition” you guys continue to use of Mrs. Ekker’s was a private encounter
regarding an Attorney’s fee-it was NOT a part of ANY
case, save the $6,000 awarded to the Attorneys in the
US&P case wherein GEORGE GREEN CONTINUED TO
SELL BANNED BOOKS-AND
THEN FOISTED OFF
THE CHARGES FOR CONTEMPT ON EKKERS-HIMSELF NEVER EVEN SO MUCH AS APPEARING IN COURT.
Now, Annie, I want to know WHY you nice people
don’t have a piece of the hides of those ones perpetrating

YOUR ARRIVAL! SO BE IT. WHEN SHOES FIT LIKE
GLOVES WITH SUPER-GLUE
LININGS-YOU
ARE
STUCK WITH THEM!
The latest barrage of letters AGAIN suggest that people
check in with exJudge Jason Brent. Fine, do so. This is
the SAME man who broke all codes of judicial ethics and
then even wrote in a prestigious
publication,
Mensa’s
authoritarian journal, that you-the-people
have to accept
that there is a problem with population growth, etc., and

“...that the old, the infinned and the stupid should be killed
Well, that certainly does fit the category (in the first
two parts) of Leon’s precious mother, Esther.
I suggest you all stop checking with the ADVERSARY to get your information for it is obvious that you are
going from the pan into the fire pit. By the way, Mary
Abbott is NOT married to Mr. Abbott-SHE
WAS ONCE
MARRIED TO HIM! Perhaps you had best find out about
WHY that might be! She has NOT been married to the
political buffoon since before you came to be introduced
and became groveling participants in his game of charades
covered by the Bar Association
Club Membership.
It
would appear to me that it would be quite wise to get the
facts and then confront Mr. Abbott, and wonderful Mr.
Horton, and see what has REALLY happened to you and
everything involved here.
Off...”

a
In closing this I would suggest that I certainly did say
that “Witchcraft is simply not of Lighted God.” I believe
you make my POINT. Salu.
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a

a

Since a whole new chain of historical information
and legal information came to our attention as a result
of this latest Battle with The Beast, and since that
historir;al and legal information may also be of benefit
to you and to your People (Nation) in our united “Stand”
for This Land and Life, as articulated in the Just and
Humanitarian Principles of the
a
I am enclosing samples of
some of the exchanges of dialog and reasonings which
occurred during the recent confrontation of Hotevilla.
go
These dialogs include the 5 basic introductions to the
20,000
historical and legal informations mentioned above.
IF any of the enclosed introductory materials are of
a interest to you and/or if I can be of further assistance to
please let me know-and at ANY hour of the day
or night. Thank you, and Aloha!

CONTACT.
is
God’s Chosen People of America, Billy Jack, The Occult Explosion, The Healing Voice, Book of Elders,
book
Indian Country.

a
a
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[End of Quoting]
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Cedarville,
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CA 96104
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P. 0. Box 27800
Las Vegas, Nevada

89126

Dear Editor, Subscribers and Supporters of
I have heard from several sympathizers and fellowworkers that you published, -anti constructively responded to, the
from Hotevilla Village
in Hopiland in the Spring of 1994. I want to here and
now express my gratitude to you, and to each of you,
and to your Aumakua (“Unseen Helpers from the Lowest to the Highest”) for that literally life-saving cooperation.
The stopping of the installation of water lines and
sewer lines at that time was indefinitely postponed, I
was informed, until AFTER the Arizona Public Service
(Power Company) could complete its attack on Hotevilla
by installing utility poles and electric power lines into
Hotevilla in early January of 1995.
The 1,000 or more letter, faxes, telegrams and
telephone messages which
helped inspire
and motivate in support of JUSTICE for Hopi DID stop
the completion of the proposed sewer lines and water
lines in 1994; but over 18,000 similar protests in
January of 1995 to A.P.S. and to the so-called “Hopi”,
so-called “Tribal”, so-called “Council” did NOT stop
the installation of electricity into Hatevilla. However,
the projected completion of Water Lines and Sewer
Lines by the U.S. Indian Health Service, and the $3
million contract by U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency to pave the streets of Hotevilla “...within a
month...” of the completion of those electrical terminals has not yet materialized, some 6 months later.

1934,

a
a
”

a

a
a
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MOTHER

EARTH

SYMBOL

(HOPI)

sional electric-sensing
manifestation.
If you could
achieve, in this expression, that total oneness with God
and experience, there would be no physical world of
expression
about you. You would never have need to
-WVimprove self or environment. You
because there would be no
to learn more
than that which you know. You would become bored,
and shackled by that very boredom.
Even those things in Nature which appear to be so
serene and beautiful are struggling entities within themselves as growing, changing-ever
changing-organisms aspiring to fulfill whatever destiny might be their own.
The most important things of living are the abilitrudge off to your trade or whatever is upon you? Some
7/10/95 #l
HATONN
of you are awaiting something as disinteresting as the ties to accept the struggles as a part of the beauty of life
beginning of the “defense” opening of the Simpson and not as blemishes upon it. If you cannot climb the
A NEW
DAY
walk around it! Better yet,
trial. Why not FEEL that opening in terms of human mountain before you-then,
Pause to think just a minute before you go on, dignity, respect and try “innocent until and unless why do you not ignore the mountain and find the
within your grasp on your side of
readers. Just take a brief moment to realize the wonder proven guilty!” What flow of life will awash you this fulfillment which
the
mountain?
and wealth you possess as this day is viewed. If it be day?
Look at each incident, each struggle, each joy:as
Let me remind you that serenity and peace are a
morning, God has granted you a potential of several
hours of experience within the lighted presentation of ‘STATE OF BEING’ just as Christness, evil, beauty, that which it is-a passing expression to be perceived
any way in which you choose.
His cycle. Do not dwell upon that which
is “not” nor upon that which is “beFROM
LESTER
IN NEW
yond”- simply perceive the NOW so
ZEALAND
that you can allow your mind to sort, for
0
you, the importance and priorities of
Dharma has before her a card from a dear
this moment.
friend
in New Zealand. This is a young man
Look upon the MIRACLES about
go
who FEELS the pain of the world in her
you. Every moment is a miracle, every
struggle, his nation in downfall and the plight
piece of wood, paper, cup, paper clip,
of
each of you in this journey. Like most who
hairpin or flower is a miracle of mind
and
write
and share, there is no physical touch, no
production. If SOMEONE can present
recognition by proximity, and yet bonds among
the world with a safety pin, a staple
our tribe, are so strong as to allow no UNmachine, sticky tape, a boundary-layer
a
KNOWING. This card came this past week in’
bladeless Tesla turbine or pump, a
don
recognition
of that which is “going wrong” in
mighty tree, a grain of sand-you witlives here-and
his own, there. People will
ness MIRACLES beyond calculation.
send that which reflects themselves as they
Someone created colored pens which
reach out a helping hand or a few words of
allow for that which is beneath it to be
An unknown author wrote some
support.
seen and simply high-lighted. Someone
words worthy of remembering and it is a shared
perfected cameras to present you with
thought for a minute in time to express beactual pictures so that faces of those you
tween self and all who would be in attachment
So
have not seen, actually, are every day
at any given moment.
It might be heartrecognition for your senses. How much
warming to realize that this comes from New
of ALL THESE WONDERS do You
Zealand but duplicates have arrived here over
miss?
the years from several other places, including
How many of you are saturated with
Canada and South Africa. Perhaps this might
the death of man and planet, arguments
over how to die, the art of dying, the acceptance of love and mind-set are ‘states of being’! If you firmly be a tribal motto: [see boxI
I like the little picture on the back, however. There
death as violent happening, “death with dignity” and plant, and allow to root, these things of soul, they are
is
a
daisy
smiling and underneath in caption: This card
from
which
to
pull
and
stability
on and on-while the ART OF LIVING is overlookedboard from Finhidden behind the muck of a daily zombie-walk through out of the chaos of whatever comes upon your senses. is printed on environmentally-friendly
three new trees are planted for each one
do not have to BE A PHOENIX to dwell with, and fu;dd;r;e
the “order” of the day (or disorder as the case may well
.
fly with, the Phoenix.
be)???
Now, may I leave you with a thought for the day,
You might well be thankful that you cannot ever
reach that total complacency of full serenity. For that Please. Let us consider stopping the slaughter of our
SERENITY
totality of expression is for Higher realization while trees, PLEASE. They offer you the very breath of life
necessary for your survival. STOP CUTTING THEM
You feel no serenity this Monday morn as you experience is the name of the game in a third-dimenBETTER “PAPER” UPON WHICH TO
DOWN.
WRITE, PRINT AND SHARE CAN BE MADE FROM
THE PRODUCTS YOU NOW USE FOR CREATION
OF ENERGY AND RUNNING AUTOMOBILES
HITHER AND YON IN YOUR INSANE NEED TO
CONTINUE IN CHAOS.
Let us turn to the energy of the Universe and allow
for the building staples of life, which you extract by
killing living things, to live on and produce that which
gives more abundant life. Oh indeed, there are plastics
made from crude oil which are harder, as cuttable and
durable as the hardest seasoned wood. There are
fabrics which are more beautiful and glorious than the
natural fibers-but
when considering the natural fibers, THAT is their purpose, to clothe you, fee.d you and
attend you.
You have allowed less than 3% of your population
to destroy the entire structure and lives of the remainder of YOU-THE-PEOPLE through their never-ending
greed for power and control and your TRAINED habits
of doing exactly as the SLAVE, as you are told.
--a-

-
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Sports
Fans&Taxpayers
Listen
Up:
Latest
Mishpucka
Exposi
FromGaryWean
Notice to the People:
July 13, 1995
In San Francisco, on July 10, 1995, Internal Revenue Service lawyers appeared before a U.S. Tax Court.
The IRS lawyers charged that Al Davis, the owner of
the Los Angeles Raider football team, had failed to pay
income taxes on $17.9 million in payments he had
received and that he had wrongfully (criminally) taken
a $400,000 deduction for a
debt” in the 1980s.
The lawyers specifically charged that Davis had
taken $6.7 million from the Los Angeles Coliseum
Commission and $10 million fromthe City of Irwindale
and had knowingly, falsely called them both loans.
This $16.7 million was never paid back and should
have been acknowledged as income.
Also that $1.2 million had been given to Al Davis
by the City of Oakland in partial settlement of a lawsuit; this should also have been called income.
This nearly $18 million went into Al Davis’ pocket
as his own-well,
not gt& his own, it was actually a
dark, deep-dyed ADL Mishpucka scam to && the
Amqrican people-make
suckers of them, which is the
ADL Michpuckas’ specialty.
Al Davis is by no means the brains in this scam to
l& the people and to defraud the Internal -Revenue
Service of millions of dollars, as well.
Federal Judge Harry Pregerson and shyster Stephen
.R. Reinhardt, the head of the Los Angeles Coliseum
Commission, were the real moving power and brains
behind it.
Shyster Reinhardt was also the lawver for the Coliseum Commission and, by numerous tricks and skulduggery, Reinhardt created and set up all sorts of phony
problems between Al Davis and the Commission.
Reinhardt, as the lawyer for the Coliseum, skinned the
people out of more than $5 million in lawyer fees alone.
The scam was to have Davis create problems with
Oakland and then try to relocate the Raiders to the Los
Angeles Coliseum
against the National Football League Rules.
District Court Judge (at that time) Pregerson
handled the judicial end of the scam-he
forced the
lawyers for the National Football League into his chambers behind locked doors. Using threats and intimidation, he bludgeoned and forced them into capitulating.
When it was all over, Judge Pregerson ordered the
NFL and the City of Oakland to let the Raiders move to
the L.A. Coliseum and secretlypregerson and Reinhardt
became the maior owners of the Raiders and Davis
remained as the “up-front” owner, in name only.
Pregerson and Reinhardt secretly pocketed S 1 million dollars each and split the lawyers fees of over $5
million that they had squeezed out of the City of L.A.
None of the huge amount of money was
taxpayers.
reported by Pregerson or Reinhardt to the IRS as income.
At this time Pregerson and Reinhardt had another
vicious scam going. They convinced Jimmy Carter that
they could produce the Jew vote in California for him
and that he couldn’t lose. Carter appointed Judge
Pregerson to the 9th Circuit Court of Appeal and took
shyster Reinhardt off the street and appointed him also
to the Circuit Court of Appeal.
Pregerson and Reinhardt didn’t tell Carter that the

Jews had already made a deal to back Ronald Reagan
acd Ret--3n had agreed with the Jews that he would
deregulate the S&L and banking industry-and
we all
know how the ADL Mishpucka feasted on that carcass.
At this same time, Pregerson had accepted the offer
of a Gaugin painting worth over half-a-million dollars
from Mafiosas Carlos Marcello, Louie Tom Dragna,
Dominick Brooklier and Sam Sciortino to “fix” a case
wherein they were being prosecuted for extorting money
from Jew pornographers, pimps and bookmakers.
Shyster Stephen Reinhardt had an operator, Joseph
Hauser, a twice-convicted
insurance swindler, a
Mishpucka from Russia who was arranging delivery of
the Gaugin as a bribe to Pregerson who had agreed to
“fix” the case for Marcello, et al.
The FBI got wind of the deal between Marcello and
Pregerson and it fell through.
At the Senate confirmation hearings the L.A.P.D.
produced enough evidence to put Reinhardt in the
Federal Penitentiary instead of the Federal Courts.
Hauser testified against Reinhardt, and the L.A.P.D.
also produced astounding evidence that Russia was
systematically exporting hardened Jew criminals to
America to sabotage the government.
Even so, with the influence of the ADL Mishpucka
the Senators on the judiciary committee “covered up”
all the sordid judicial evil and confirmed Pregerson and
Reinhardt to the U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeal.
Pregerson and Reinhardt came up with another
Mishpucka scam: They engineered a deal with the
politicians of the City of Irwindale to move their Raiders there. They took $10 million from Irwindale but
never moved the Raiders. Pregerson and Reinhardt
pocketed the money and then also defrauded the IRS by
not reporting it.
They then made a deal with corrupt politicians in
Oxnard to build a spring training camp there. On this
promise the City of Oxnard put up millions of dollars to
build a football field and training facilities at a hotel
they would build.
This hotel, the Radisson, was built over an old
land-fill and dump whichemitted deadly methane fumes.
The City of Oxnard and taxpayers lost millions. But
again Pregersonand Reinhardt split millions and didn’t
report their income to the IRS.
Al Davis, as the “up-front” owner, has just negotiated a deal to move the Raiders back to the City of
Oakland. This is a $3 1.9 million “loan” structured into
the agreement with only “vague” repayment provisions
which means that Pregerson and Reinhardt will again
secretly pocket millions and not report it to the IRS.
And Al Davis has promised Oakland that he will build
an 80-million-dollar stadium.
On Monday, July 10, 1995, Al Davis appeared in
Federal Court for a hearing for over an hour to testify
on his appeal from the IRS deficiency notice and claimed
that he had taken real loans which he intended to pay
back.
Davis was questioned by IRS lawyers David
Sorenson and Paul Dixon who allege criminal violations of fraud, with interest and penalties of up to
million.
While being questioned, Al Davis’ answers were
vague-he
often replied that he had little detailed
knowledge as to what had transpired so many years ago

and had often, in any event, relied on what his own
lawyers had told him was written in the agreements.
After testifying, Davis told reporters that the case
“is not understandable” to him. “1 don’t know what
they are talking about,” he said.
But Davis knows that Pregerson and Reinhardt own
and control the Raiders and that he transmitted millions of dollars secretly to them which they have concealed from the IRS in a massive scam to defraud the
citizens and taxpayers and the IRS.
It is a sordid, evil story of judicial corruption and
one that 1 made clear to the 100 U.S. Senators in 1987
when 1 hand delivered to each and every one of them my
book with index and a petition from the people. This
petition implored the Senators to investigate judicial
corruption in- the 9th Circuit and California Court
system which included everything from stealing the
people’s real estate and property to murder and mayhem.
Then began the cover-up of the century-every
Senator in 1987 became involved-that
is the reason it
is now impossible to get the U.S. Senate to investigate
Waco, Ruby Ridge or Oklahoma City-thev
would be
exposing their own treason. Look who is still in power
right today who was there in 1987: of course, who else,
Arlen Specter, and Joseph Biden who was Chairman of
the Senate Judiciary Committee and Orrin Hatch who is
now Chairman of theSenate Judiciary Committee. And
who else: Robert Dole, Phil Gramm, Strom Thurmond,
Edward Kennedy, Robert Packwood, Pete Wilson, etc.,
etc., you name them.
Now-very important: Everybody knows what happens to ordinary citizens if they are caught up in such
a conspiratorial scam as Al Davis, Harry Pregerson and
Stephen Reinhardt are herein involved with. Butthey have an “ace in the hole” that the ordinary American citizen doesn’t have: The Tax Court Judge is Mary
Ann Cohen, a rabid, fanatical ADL Mishpucka, and the
Senate Judiciary Committee consists of more rabid,
fanatical ADL Mishpuckas: Diane Feinstein, Arlen
Specter, Koll, Levin, etc., etc., etc.
Refer to [my] prior “Notices to the People” as to the
criminal history and gangster background of Harry
Pregerson-the
IRS is bound by their sworn duty and
obligation to prosecute, convict and incarcerate Harry
Pregerson in the Federal Penitentiary for the remainder
of his evil life. And the American people en masse
should bury the IRS lawyers, David Sorenson and Paul
Dixon and the IRS administration with faxes, letters
and telephone calls demanding that they do so.
Each and every U.S. Senator who took office after
1987 should receive massive pressure from the citizens
as to this outrageous, disgusting criminal usurpation of
the judicial system by the criminal espionage ADL
Mishpucka.
The officials of the National Football League and
each and every one of the members of the Oakland City
Council should be served with a copy of this notice and
advised of what they are getting into and what is
involved here.
The people should be made aware that the ADL
Mishpucka is using the IRS to destroy America’s Christian churches and also the NRA (National Rifle Association).

JULY 18, 1995
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myriad faiths and cultures call home. The ancient
commandment of &edakah--charity-challenges
us to
embrace the duty of service to others.

Still with me, citizens?] We
can draw strength and inspiration from the enduring
lessons of Judaism, and it is entirely fitting that we
honor the great traditions of its followers.
NOW,-THEREFORE, I, WILLIAM J. CLINTON,
President of the United States of America, by virtue of
the authority vested in me by the
and laws
of the United States, do hereby proclaim April 30
through May 7, 1995, as “Jewish Heritage Week”.

GERRY

SPENCE

Please don’t be foolish enough to think only YOU
would be sending information to Gerry Spence. We
certainly stand in great appreciation for your help and
loving petition to this fine gentleman BUT BE AWARE,
THE HEAVIEST LOAD OF DOCUMENTATION
PULLED FROM THE FILES OF LIES AND MISREPRESENTATIONS
WENT IMMEDIATELY
FROM
GREEN, ABBOTT, HORTON, ANDERSON, FORT,
BEAM AND OTHERS WHO ARE THE VERY ONES
“AGAINST” EKKERS. That is exactly what I wanted
to happen because the CASE IN POINT has nothing to
do with the cases being wined and dined ad infinitum in
Nevada.
The case in point for Mr. Spence is the Savings and
Loan debacle and the property case involving RTC and
Ekkers.
The “No Sale”, intentionally,
and illegal
shenanigans involving the property in Tehachapi, California. Why? Because we no longer expect attorneys
(even the best and perhaps the very best) to serve
because of rightness of “cause” and, in the property
case, there should be great coverage in insurance (also
fraudulent) and bonds from which an attorney can be
nicely rewarded for his service. We aren’t trvine to get
boodies and bundles of money-just
some help
with other legal fees and new legal fees. We want
the ASSOCIATION of Gerry Spence for the moving over into a start-up of Common Citizen-type
local courts. It is a START and there should be
enough from the damages to cover that “start-up”
through the Constitutional Law Center. Ekkers
ask for NOTHING save a bit of JUSTICE!
The case has bogged down in nothing other
than nasty exchanges between Mr. Tips and Mr.
Horn. Mr. Tips is moving (has moved actually)
to France and yet the harangue goes on and on
and on-to the tune of some $11,000 in just May
and June and NOTHING accomplished-not
even
the court-ordered “Meet and Confer”. In fact,
Mr. Tips sent a bill and gallantly offered no
charge for the time spent changing HIS OWN
address with Mr. Horn and the case. It indicates
by the “NC” that it CERTAINLY WAS ON THE
BILLING. That indication was for some third of
an hour, or about $85 for HIS move.
Now, I ask you as readers, if you could be
assured of making $5 to $6 THOUSAND dollars
a month into perpetuity - _and the opposing lawyer
a e..
.
can ao IlkeWlSe-Would
you want to change anything?
Further, the opposing “big business” knows what it will
eventually cost in court when the “Ekkers” win-so it
is far cheaper to run the Ekkers out of money and
continue to pay one of their own henchmen.
WE
WANT AN ATTORNEY WHO WILL GET IT OFF ITS
PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINERY AND GO TO
TRIAL-AND
I remind you-the-people that until you clean up the
Judicial system-you
have no chance of cleaning up
anything else. Even in Judge Ito’s court the subject of
Talmudic Law conti.nues to be discussed. That requires

NO JURY and the JUDGE asks all the questionswhile the attorneys simply organize cases and get paid.
Meanwhile, in your system the Judge can “instruct” the
jury and keep absolutely to the verdict he has predecided.
Speaking of the
which is the most deceitful set of rules ever presented by a bunch of MEN for
corruption, by MEN under the guise of “God” but with
full-blown lies and evil intent, we have to take note of
h ow those laws now affect YOU. YOU JUST DON’T
SEEMTO NOTICE. DO YOU REALLY THINK THAT
LITTLE BILLY BOY CLINTON HAS STUDIED THE
MANY, MANY VOLUMES OFTHE TALMUD? WELL
LET ME SHARE SOMETHING WITH YOU UNSUSPECTING PEOPLE [QUOTING:]
PRESIDENTIAL
PROCLAMATIONS
JEWISH
HERITAGE
WEEK.
1995
Proclamation

I
call upon the people of the United States to observe this
week with appropriate programs, ceremonies, and activities.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my
hand this twentieth day of April, in the year of our Lord
nineteen hundred and ninety-five, and of the Independence of the United States of America the two hundred
and nineteenth.
J.

[END OF QUOTING]
This is EXACTLY
the Noachidic Laws of
the Jewish
became THE RELIGION OF THE
LAND UNDER
FEDERAL LAWS! YOU can
claim whatever you like about these laws but I remind
you that the term “Jew” only came to be in the 18th
Century (1765)! The
is a book written by the
most evil-intended men on your globe and from them
sprang

6788 of April 20, 1995
1995

This is now DECLARED an annual
event as is always the case of get the foot in the door and
it becomes LAW without anyone even taking notice.
Throughout history and through times of profound Let 30 days elapse and law is STRUCK.
What about the Baptist or Moslem week of “Heriadversity, the Jewish people have built their lives on
tage” under the Laws of the Land? What about YOU
the strength of family and the spirit of community.
Methodists? Since the
ognizes no CHRISTIAN allianceyou have just voted OUT GQDI YOU
ARE NOW A
JEHOVAH OR LUCIFER IS
60 F.R. 20003

This proclamation is NOT for
the honoring of Judeans or Hebrews.
THIS EVEN STATES THAT IT
HONORS THE JEWS OF THE
WHO ARE NOT OF JUDEAN
LINEAGE AT ALL-THEY
ARE
OF THE KHAZARS!
I am not here to argue points of
this issue. I do, however, note how
often we have printed writings which
offer FROM THE
a listing of direct quotes from that book,
along with the dissertation on the
which is the first chantMillions have made a home in America-a
Nation ing of religion and basis of operation for all “Jews”.
filled with opportunity and blessed with the miracle of This is WHY you have such lies and pitiful truth in
freedom. And here, with hard work and dedication, the courtrooms. The attorneys are almost all Jewish NOW
and the
REQUIRES that all VOWS MADE
Jewish-American community has flourished.
Jewish citizens have made vital contributions to BE NULLIFIED. In other words, if a Jew swears an
every sector of our society. From academia to the arts, oath to tell the truth, he is bounded by his “religion” to,
from business to government, from the smallest towns instead, LIE.
Let me just quote [see
to the largest cities, Jewish Americans have infused our
This is the PROLOGUE of the Day of Atonement
Nation with a powerful faith, a commitment to family
and community, and a devotion to scholarship and self- (annual Holy-days) services in the synagogues. It is
recited three times by the standing congregation in
improvement.
Judaism is a unique gift to this land that people of concert with chanting rabbis at the altar. After the
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oftheK01
(All VOWS) prayer,the Day of
Atonement religious ceremonies follow immediately.
The Day of Atonement religious observances are the
highest holy days of so-called or self-styled “Jews” and
are celebrated as such throughout the world,
IS there REALLY any wonder that YOU have NO
JUSTICE and are now people of the LIE? The LIE is a
reauirement of the religion!
Deny all YOU wish-THESE
ARE DOCUMENTED
FACTS, readers!
Go get the Talmud and study for
selves! !
WALLY
GENTLEMAN
ASKS
INSIGHTFUL
OUESTIONS

SOME

I simply have no wish to respond to some of your
questions because it is the question’s answers which
must be found by the individual. I am weary of my work
being picked apart and chewed up at whim to fall back
on my scribe. I think that unless you keep up with
everything we send forth, you CAN’T know full intent
because I often speak about that which I have priorly
offered.
cannot take things out of context and
expect to have meaning.
Wally has offered some excerpts of one of my
observations and questions. The best thing, of course,
is to offer the portions he has sent for response:
“From Thu., July 6th, 1995 A.M. Year 8 Day 324.
“The facts are that the ‘situation’ is only an extension of that which began with the beginning of your
planet AND YOU DIDN’T KNOW.”
“Remember, in addition, that the enemy of you the
people has enemies of his own and you aren’t the Big One.”
“So, the Evil Empire strikes again and the other
side of the MORE Evil Empire hits back? Does this
leave YOU without enemies? NO, you are the pawns, the
gun fodder, the provider-the
slave to the masters. It
is time to realize JUST WHO are those players on the
Dark Side that have so long controlled everybreathyou
are allowed to take on this planet.”
Wally seeks “clarification or further explanation of
these statements” for they appear to fall in with the
supposition of cosmic tyranny before a retreat to the
Earth Plane by our ancient forbears.
“This is of importance as it appears to suggest that
at our transition we must voluntarily choose the protection of the Light to be free of further cosmic tribulations-and
BEFORE we transit to and in the Light of
Truth from the Physical Plane in which we have found
Truth-and
demonstrated the convictions.
“It is time to realize JUST WHO are these players
on the Dark Side. Are they Cosmic operating on the
Physical Plane? Are they purely physical manifestations? Or are they Jehovah, Id and the like?”
YOUR JOURNEY HERE IS TO DEFINE AND
DECIPHERTHESE THINGS, READERS-NOT MINE
TO SIT AND TELL YOU SO THAT YOU THINK NOT
FOR SELVES. ALL THE ANSWERS HAVE BEEN
GIVEN-YOU
COMPLICATE THE PROGRAM.
Of course there was always, and shall always be,
efforts at cosmic tyranny in any of the lower dimen-

sional
for the VERY PURPOSE of consciously working out
these wondrous tales and adventures.
All products
within a physical dimension, however, are PHYSICAL,
Once of the physical realm, the battles revolve around
CONTROL. Mind, you see, is NOT
purely etheric. Once, however, the mind is fully focused on the “physical” passage, there is not ability of
individual to become the more etheric representation of
self. So, to control THE PHYSICAL, there must come
to be CONTROL OF THE MIND OF MANKIND.
Wally would suppose that there was a “retreat to the
Earth Plane by our ancient forbears”. Forget it-there
was no RETREAT to anywhere save in mind illusion
which presents a manifest (physical) experience in
expression. That stemmed from the MIND of higher
KNOWING. It is not a ‘RETREAT”, it is a presentation-nothing
more and nothing less. Earth, however,
is a type of “prison” in that-once
on the physical
plane-you
are stuck there-in
physical format until
you either get with the program of GOD or come off in
your own evolvement-either
to the bindings of lower
etheric states of being, or a bit higher as the case might
be, depending upon your own growth. This notably
MEANS that, in all cases, the evolvement is INDIVIDUAL. In other words, what the husband “knows”
will not be what the wife *‘knows*. YOU CANNOT
MAKE ANOTHER TO KNOW. God is not of FORCE
so, therefore, you are caught with having to allow or
lead into truth-you
cannot PUSH THE RIVER! Educational “knowledge” is not fact-IT IS PURELY PERCEPTION AND OPINION-AND
NEVER ABSOLUTE. Whatever you get from the academic halls are
but opinions and rarely are they even valid, much the
less realistically that upon which a civilization can
have base. You can only be as smart as is your
TEACHER. Therefore, if I be your teacher, YOU CAN
If I be not your
COME WITHIN FULL KNOWING!
teacher, you are going to be lacking in the full truth of
your presentation. Why? Because I am sent forth and
come hither to TEACH YOU THE TRUTH OF THE
WORD! THE WORD IS GOD!
DO you
have to be a student7 No, and most are
NOT. However, next invariably comes the “Too late
smart!, . .” clause of your argument at the Pearly Gates.
A kindergarten level child has no place in the mature
halls of even academia as a post-graduate student.
Furthermore, you can stay in kindergarten for eons of
time and, as mankind is headed, he is going BACK TO
THE DARK AGES!
You will believe exactly that which you wish to
believe. You will continue to argue and ponder, debate
and denounce and it will not make an iota of difference
to TRUTH. You can claim that the world revolves on
the Einstein theory of Relativity and you will BE
WRONG. No more and certainly, no less. The CONCEPT is incorrect I Always with a deliberately misleading construct-you
will find that if you take the “equation” and REVERSE the concept-you
will be very
close to correct. Evil is the opposite of God of Light

IN TOTAL

OPPOSITE (OR AS CLOSE TO OPPOSITE AS CAN
BE ACCOMPLISHED) OF THAT WHICH IS TRUTH.
THAT IS THE UNIVERSAL CODE OF PRESENTATION AT COSMIC (UNIVERSAL) LEVELS OF EXPRESSION.
This can be more easily exampled through the Law
of The Bureaucracy: Whatever is claimed to be accomplished, the exact opposite shall be the result.
All that is WITHIN must be brought WITHOUT or
you can’t make “graduation”, for until you do this for
self-you are functioning on ANOTHER’S perceptions
and opinions.
What is really WRONG, however, is a continuation
on the part of you of God intent to continue to confuse
selves with the touted “Christians”, etc. You can’t do
that because there is no longer a purely Christian
anything! Even the MAN presentation of the Christ is
a LIE. DO YOU SEE AND BEGIN TO COMPREHEND? “CHRIST”, JUST AS IS “EVIL”, IS A STATE
OF “BEING” ORETHERIC MIND PERCEPTION AND
MANIFESTATION-NOT
A “THING” OR A “PERSON”. As in the instance of myself and, say, Dharma,
you can take the teachings and truth I bring and she
types and FIND GOD OF LIFE. Or, you can distract
onto the physical presentation of either-AND
MISS
THE FULL INTENT OF GOD AND SELF.
You can quibble over whether I am Hatonn, Aton,
Hatton, Hatoon or Joe Blow and it won’t make an iota
of difference.
IT IS THE
WHICH MUST
HOLD THE KEY WHICH UNLOCKS KNOWING.
The empires of physical expression are not even
necessarily AGAINST YOU OF GOD. They are going
to use whatever they can find to usurp for their own
intentional exchanges. These things, again, are “physiCal” in expression.
The only thing they don’t want
from here isTRUTH INTHE WORD. “They” being the
participants of physical manifestation in conscious
desire for control and power of the physical planeenforced by the control of MINDS. “You are what YOU
believe!”
Armageddon is not a “thing” of GOD CREATORit is an accomplishment of MAN against MAN. God
has already won the WAR, players, and the Evil Empire
builders already KNOW AS MUCH-IT IS YOU WHO
SEEM TO BE IN THE DARKNESS ABOUT THE
MATTER. EVIL BY ANY NAME SUCH AS CHRISTIAN, ATHEIST, JEW OR GENTILE-IS STILL EVIL.
GOD BY ANY LABEL IS ALSO GOD. THE TWO DO
NOT FIT TOGETHER ANY BETTER THAN JUDEOCHRISTIAN, MILITARY INTELLIGENCE, POLITICAL SCIENCE OR BLACK 1S WHITE. IF YOU PUT
EVIL WITH GOD (EVIL-GOD)-YOU
COME UP
WITH SATAN-LUCIFER-SERPENT
KING. EVIL
CANNOT STAND ALONE PAST THE PHYSICAL
EXPRESSION AND GOD CANNOT BE DESTROYED
BY ANYTHING! KNOW THIS AND YOU UNDERSTAND THE UNIVERSE!
Whatever your GOAL, my friends, will be accomplished! MIND determines the methodology of accomplishmentjust as SOUL demands the GOAL. When the
desired GOAL fits the many souls, then accomplishment is assured. Be sure your GOAL is worthy of that
which ultimately must be your goal if you are to experience with God in Universal pastures of growth.
The major limitation of physical expression seems
to revolve around “money”, i.e.: If I just had the money
I could do...! I?” NO! Misperception! ! If you wanted
to do or have (117) you would have the money. You
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“excuse” when “reason” eludes you.
I note that George Green and his legal colleagues
are trying to get us to do something foolish like slander
them. They know the gold of Dave Overton is going to
eventually be given back to him. Then, the only way
they can hope to recover anything is through suing
Ekkers, or someone they ASSUME will
somehow have the funds ultimately.
I find it most
amusing. I also note that it will be very wise indeed of
all players to offer no opportunity for same.
Therefore, I wish to go on record as stating that
both Horton and Abbott are about as exemplary examples of fine attorneys as are found anywhere on even
the Day of Atonement. I, further, would go on record
as stating that both George and Desire6 are as equally
good as Duggah at prophesying and receiving from
someone known as Hatton or Hatoon-OR
HATONN.
Remember that “Gyeorgos” is simply Greek for George
and that certainly does not make me, George Hatonn,
the same as George Green, George Abbott, or George
Jones! Neither does Heysus Cristos make Jesus THE
Christ. I would be quite suspect of Aton or God from
that sector, as well, for the FACTS OF DECEPTION
ARE PRESENT, but be that as it may-it
is your
decision! These people have NOTHING to do with ME!
How can you know? Oh, lots of ways but one is
outstanding. Green sends out a lot of things by “Rick
Webber”, as a for instance. Rick Webber is ACTUALLY “Mark Williams” whp BOTH WORKED FOR
GREEN AND NOW FOR HORTON! Mark is a LINGUIST. He has forged documents, tapes and all manner of things to appear as if Dharma did them. He is a
PROFESSIONAL tape splicer and sound systems operator. George’s attorneys, Horton and Abbott, USED
THESE FALSE DOCUMENTS AND TAPES UNLAWFULLY IN COURT AND IN DEPOSITIONS. THIS IS
A NO-NO! Green continues to send forth the documents and computer runs of supposed plagiarisms of
Dharma. NO, they were gleaned as references from the
journals wherein full recognition was always given to
authors and writers. Where else would you get such
listings unless you have the very computer discs which
YOU SHOULDN’T HAVE AT ALL? Especially discs
of books BANNED BY COURT ORDER! Then to have
this same alias-figure write a declaration about the
“Gold Case” as has been further circulated is more
ludicrous for the man in point WORKS FOR HORTON
AND GREEN-PERSONALLY!
!
Now, readers, these are FACTS. Mr. Horton sat
with Green in a Federal Bankruptcy court and lied right
along with Green. This is unlawful and UNETHICAL
as well as being worthy of disbarring an attorney under
the just judicial system laid forth for the LAW OF THE
LAND. You can lie to a jury; lie ha court-BUT
IT IS
UNACCEPTABLE TO INTENTIONALLY LIE TOTHE
COURT. A lawyer can unintentionally bear false witness to the Court but he must be innocent of knowledge
of the lies. Mr. Horton can’t claim that because he
helped STRUCTURE THE LIES. What will happen7
Now we can’t know, can we-for, generally speaking,
the “system” is less than JUST or righteous and always
plays to protect its OWN (legal) so, who knows‘? George
sends out hundreds of “packages” claiming the Ekker/
Ekkers are going to be destroyed by the “system” when
it catches up with them. That is mostly interesting, at
the least, because in the cases named,
have NO interest whatsoever-save
the continued tossing in of the “term”: Ekker/Ekker.
YOU
THE RECEIVERS OF THE INFORMATION ARE THE
MISINFORMED AND BAMBOOZLED, along with
the COURTS, as the perpetrators hope the lies will go
unnoticed. What is really sad in these cases is that the
ones most lied TO are the clients, themselves-or,
the
clients are proficient at false-statements as well. Perhaps both??
Oh, indeed, all of this.information has been piled
onto Gerry Spence. So, it is up to you as to whether or
not you wish to begin some rightness in legal proceedings and override the LIES. Ekker/Ekkers don’t longer
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“give a damn”! However, the common cry rising up out
of the depths of you-the-people is for return of
Freedom and Justice. WHERE DO YOU START?
WHERE DO YOU GAIN? DO WHAT YOU WISH,
BUT DON’T BLAME GOD FOR YOUR FAILURE TO
ACHIEVE YOUR ESPOUSED “GOALS”. GOD OFFERS A “WAY” BUT YOU HAVE TO TAKE IT.
GOD!!
YOU
CANNOT BLACK-MAIL
YOU CAN ONLY
DISTORT TRUTH AND IN THE VERY DISTORTION
YOU SET SELF UP FOR BEING BLACKMAILED. I
AM NOT BLACKMAILABLE!
THERE IS NO WAY
TO BLACK-MAIL
EKKERS-THEY
HAVE ALREADY LOST EVERYTHING! I SUGGEST “YOU”
USE THESE FACTS AND IF YOU ARE SINCERE IN
YOUR WISH FOR A STABLE AND BETTER GOVERNMENT AND TRUTH IN JUSTICE-YOU
WILL
GO TO WORK WITH THAT PEN UNTIL YOU FILL
THE PAGES OF A THOUSAND BOOKS. WHAT YOU
YOU WILL GET-FROM
GOODLY
PEOPLE. GERRY SPENCE IS EITHER AS GOOD AS
HE PROJECTS HIMSELF IN HIS WRITINGS OR HE
IS A FRAUD-YOU WILL HAVE TO EVENTUALLY
DETERMINE WHICH, WON’T YOU’? WE OFFER
THAT YOU MIGHT HAVE A “TOOL”; WE NEVER
OFFER MORE.
When you have a packet of lies and a packet of
truth-WHICH
DO YOU THINK WILL STAND THE
TESTING OF THE INVESTIGATIONS
AND RESEARCH? So be it. Look also unto that which a person
in point might well have to GAIN for himself/herself.
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It will usually give a clue as to intent. And then, get all
the opposition packets of information and FIND THAT
THE TRUTH IS QUITE VISIBLE IN THE FULL
COUNTING. NO ONE HERE HAS ANYTHING TO
HIDE SO WHY IS THERE SO MUCH ACCUSATION
AND LYING ON THE OTHER SIDE? WHY IS THERE
SO MUCH HIDING ON THE OTHER SIDE? IF YOU
ARE CURIOUS, FIND OUT-GOD
NEVER HIDES
HIS WONDERS NOR IS THERE NECESSITY TO
CHANGE TALES OR CONJURE FALSE DOCUMENTS ORDISTRACTORS-TRUTH
IS TRUTH AND
WILL STAND INTO INFINITY.
May we please close this writing, it has gotten quite
a lot more lengthy than at first intended.
I would ask one last rebuttal question of Wally:
What difference would there be if you knew EXACTLY
“who” are each of the named players? Does it matter in
the “overall” whether the players be cosmic, etheric or
physical7 What difference? WHY’? Are you not faced
with a scenario which is either going to play itself out
as is-or you are going to change its passage7 There
need be only the DISCERNMENT to recognize the
Dark Side-THEY
ARE OPPOSITE THE LIGHTED
SIDE OF GOD! THEY WILL PROJECT THEMSELVES
IN EVERY “ACTION” THEY PERFORM! ACTION
IS A TOTAL PROJECTION OF INTENT! Arguing or
debating will not change it. Intent is reflected in
“action*, never in lip movements! The Dark players
are OBLIGATED to LIE!
So be it and Good Day.
Salu.
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I am not the keeper of one Ronn Jackson and I
marvel that people seem to believe that I am. I respect
Mr. Jackson and, yes indeed, I do expect him to assist
our cause of information production to some great
extent, but it is certainly neither fair nor reasonable
that he attend all the financial woes of ours or any
other’s groupings.
At best, he has agreed to, if he can do so, fund
several PROJECTS already on paper and being put to
paper for a limited number of things such as a motion
picture and studio, some help for
etc.,
which is of no business to anyone outside those impacted.
What else he does or does not do is his
prerogative.
Why do I speak of this? Because so many seem to
believe that somehow Jackson is a “savior” come along
to cause you to have no further concerns or responsibilities. No, when Mr. Jackson gets free-YOU HAVE
MORE RESPONSIBILITIES!
Many of you have written letters and supported, constantly, this man. Appreciation is great but when you expect that which is not
available for another to GIVE it is certainly not Godly.
When HELP is available and used WISELY, many
pulling in the same direction can do wondrous thingsbut some just think that everything will be suddenly
and miraculously made RIGHT. THAT will not happen
so stop the silliness and recognize that help in any form
is indeed a gift and must not become a larger burden
than not having help.
We have made special arrangements to utilize all
the help we can get WITHIN a system gone insane and

therefore can use, in a beneficial way for all involved,
that which might flow and can protect all parties within
its boundaries.
It has been like extracting all of the free world’s
teeth (if there are any remaining) just to get the paperwork done for Mr. Jackson’s release. When it became
apparent that Ronn would not be released, for whatever
reasons, to California as the specific location, everything bogged down as is usual. But remember, you now
have to deal with a system bogged down to full stop,
anyway, because that is the incredibly foolish and
downright stupid way the “system” works. Papers sit
on desks unopened in each place through which they
pass while workers attend vacations and everything
other than the task at hand.
We believe that the paperwork has finally reached
its final “check-in/out” manager and perhaps we can
now look forward to days, instead of “months”, for
release.
For anything beyond “release” we have to wait and
see what is within capabilities and limitations of travel,
actions and locations. At best, I MOST CERTAINLY
WOULD NOT DISCUSS PRIVATE MATTERS FOR
IT IS NONE OF MY (OR YOUR) BUSINESS! ! REMEMBER THAT EVERY INSIGHTFUL PIECE OF
INFORMATION OFFERED HERE FORYOU MATIES
IS
That is, Green gets all the local information
about everything he can use against us-before we can
get the information mailed or out to you. We LIKE IT
THAT WAY for he insists upon doing more incredibly
foolish things with THAT information.
I can’t speak
for all of you in what you may well have in sight and
action-but
I have a full view and purpose to everything I do.
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“Our full and ONLY intent in offering works of
anyone -is to present that which is available (and
usually long-since buried or forgotten) as a reminder that truth has been there all along-you
only needed to be nudged and SHARE. There is NO
CORNER ON TRUTH and beware the person who
claims same for self-always
check WHY they
might be doing so.
“The variety of information offered in this
journal is seemingly on opposite ends of the poles.
No-it
is so connected that 1 cannot urge you
strongly enough-TO
MAKE THE CONNECTIONS. It runs from Clintonistas,
through Usurpers of other ilk to and into the Hopi (AmerIndian)
projections
and prophetic
offerings-along
with
HOW IT WAS AND IS.

“I remind you that PROPHECIES are only the
telling of that which has been experienced-and
unfolds as it WAS-the ‘future’ is for the CREATING! The information and speakings along with
perceived ‘actions’ along the way-are TOOLS for
your WISE CREATING. Wisdom is Sacred-and
so, this journal will be called for identification:
WISDOM.“-HATONN

In this deeply disturbing JOURNAL, Sananda
exposes the truth about the energy called “Satan”,
the adversary to God of Light. Satan’s fall from
status as “Lucifer” is outlined. We learn how he
gains his power through evil deception, what
his tools are and what his limitations are.
Additional topics: Satan’s Beginning-Satanic
Commandments-Witchcraft-Satanic
Symbols
-Evil Versus Sin-Satan’s
Clever Poison-Drug
Addiction-Satanic
Music-The
Psychology Of
Evil-High Profile Satanic Groups And High Evil
Satanic Ritual Days.

“Let’s tell it, this about Committee crimes and
Hopi hopes, plans and then let us DREAM OF
RECOVERY, FREEDOM AND GOODNESSTHAT WE MAY LIVE IN BEAUTY.
“We MUST speak of crimes and criminals,
misled, deceived and deceivers, schemers and
hopes-but
only that we may know where and
upon whom and what to base and focus attention
and action.
“YOU need these strong men to lead and
serve, friends.
Whatever one Bo Gritz may be, he
would serve freedom if he could find direction and
valid REASON for doing a thing a different way
than as he recognizes.
TOUCH GOD AND YOU
TOUCH
INFINITY-all
ELSE can be peeled
HATONN
away.“Some very important topics: Where’s That
Comet? Unsolved UFO Sightings-Korea,
China
Powder Keg-The
PhiladelDhia ExuerimentExcerpts From
Bonus BouldersAnd
Questions
Reeardine
Soiritual Truths
01
U.S.-Russia’s
Flying SaucerThe Livermore Computer HackersCommittee
Of 17 name list.

This JOURNAL is part 11 of
( J4 ). The Government’s
thirst for information on its citizenry is unquenchable. Is privacy possible? This document
contains very pragmatic “how to” and tactical
suggestions to help you legally “fade into the
background”. Additional topics: S&Ls-The Real
Estate Market-Oil-Bonds-Precious
MetalsThe IRS- The New (traceable) Currency-The
War On Privacy-Electronic
Intrusion-Cashless
Society-If
Your Home Is Invaded-The
Estate
Plan That Never Dies-Special
Report (On Corporate Strategy).
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“This
journal is going to be printed in its
most reasonable format for it must
You think that your diet-mongers, your
‘shape-you’ directors and your ‘food expert’ teachers are
showing you the way.
NO, they are NOT.
You are
becoming a planet of insane and deficient humanity.
You
have even crippled the very animal and plant life upon your

place. IT IS ALL A PART OF THE NOW FULFILLMENT
OF THE ‘PLAN’. YOU ARE DYING AND BECOMING
TOTALLY INFIRM BY MALNUTRITION.
IN THE ‘REAL
WORLD’ YOU CAN’T EVEN OBTAIN THAT WHICH
YOU NEED AS THE PLAN HAS WORKED ITS MISERY
SO WELL.
“Since the most of this journal will be about beriberi
and the various deficiencies
of food as tampered with, we
will give you a definition as presented to us. BERIBERI:
Caused by a deficiency
in vitamin Bl (thiamine
hydrochloride)
and other vitamins, and is found in areas
where the diet consists primarily of polished rice, white
flour, and other nonvitamin-bearing
foods. Increased need
for vitamin Bl; fever, high carbohydrate
intake, or alco-HATONN
holism may lead to deficiency.”
Some of the important
topics discussed are: IN-

Talmud Unmasked-Tracking Down The Killer-The
&&
In Action-Gaiandriana
And SDelta Are
God’s
You.-Hyrogen
Peroxide Usage For
Health-How
UD
“Blue Beam” Postponed
Temporarily-The
Messiah Of 1665-ROME
WAS DESTROYED
BY THE
JEWS
A

This JOURNAL describes the unlawful activities
of the Legislative, Judicial & Executive branches
of the U.S. Government.
Some topics covered:
Tunkashila Speaks-The
Secret New Constitution-How
American-Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC) Buys Congress-Purpose
Of Gun
Control-Consequences
Of Defying God’s LawsThe Abuse Of Sister Charlotte-One
Worlders Of
The Lucis Trust (Luciferian Trust) Are ExposedJonestown-Khazars-The
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The times in which we live in do not afford us the
opportunity to keep life simple enough that health can
be taken for granted by just ingesting food and water.
The game rules have been changed by bureaucrats
(directed by crooks higher up the ladder) who dictate
questionable farming practices which, when added to
the already choking pollutions of our atmosphere and
water, ends up depleting the soil, the food supply, plus
the air & water we breath of many of the essential
nutrients that would otherwise allow our bodies to
function optimally.
Aside from a core of products that New Gaia carries
which will be discussed further on in this article, two
brand new products are being offered that are extremely
important to present first. They are
and
is a combination of Colloidal Silver,
Trace Colloidal Gold and Trace Crystalline Drias.
This combination of ingredients has produced a product that is so high-frequency and potent that it could
quite possibly be the solution to our ongoing fight
against the new antibiotic-resistant
diseases that we
face today. Colloidal Silver was used extensively and
very successfully against bacteria, virus, fungi and the
like before the advent of the first antibiotic, penicillin;
and the uses for Colloidal Gold at that time were just
beginning to present themselves. Once the chemical
companies began manufacturing the myriad of antibiotics, silver and gold were no longer looked to for
treatment. Interestingly, the antibiotics that they were
producing had no effect on the more resistant viruses,
fungi and parasites yet this did not stop the medical
community from prescribing these drugs regardless of
the type of infection. Now we face a new generation of
bacteria that are completely resistant to any antibiotics
merely due to antibiotic overprescribing and resultant
survival of the fittest bacteria.
Research has demonstrated that Colloidal Silver is
non-toxic to humans and allows no known diseaseWith the
causing organism to live in its presence.
addition of Trace Colloidal Gold and Trace Crystalline
Drias, the frequency of
is remarkably enhanced to allow these newer, more powerful viruses and
bacteria to be eliminated.
is gentle enough to
use topically on just about any skin, hair, or mouth
condition without fear of toxicity and is outstanding for
burns. For internal use it is recommended to maintain
with 3-4 drops, 3-4 times per day under the tongue and
if an infection is present, start with 1 teaspoon the first
day and then lo-12 drops, 3-4 times per day under the
tongue until the infection clears. Important: Due to the
powerful nature of this product, friendly bacteria can be
affected so it is advisable to replace the natural
intestional
flora with some type of acidophilus/
lactobacilus supplement daily or, at the leaset, when
symptons are noted (symptoms may include cramps,
bloating, diarrhea/constipation
and a general feeling of
malaise).
Please note that this product

is said to be perfectly

safe for children and pets and can be taken with other
medications without incident. Colloidal Silver is not
addictive and the body does not build up a tolerance to
it. For your information only, Colloidal Siver has been
used effectively on the following: acne, conjunctivitis,
allergies, rheumatoid arthritis, bladder inflammation,
venereal diseases, eczema, appendicitis, boils, cancer,
candida, otitis media, prostate problems, whooping
cough, ulcers, plus many, many others.
can
also be used to wet wound dressings and bandages and
help heal cuts, scratches, abrasions, fever blisters, etc.
There is a myriad of uses for this product which makes
in my opinion, one of the most exciting and
valuable products on the market today.
OxySol contains Colloidal Silver and Trace Colloidal
Gold but has Hydrogen Peroxide (food grade) and other
trace minerals to add a new dimension to the effects.
Organisms that have plagued us for centuries may be
destroyed using this product but the new, more resistant strains will require the higher frequency
When added to water, the
will help to purify,
which makes this ideal for taking to restaurants or for
travel. When taken with
you get a two-fold
effect of combating foreign invaders and providing a
greater oxygen content for the health of the cells from
the Hydrogen Peroxide.
is wonderful topically
as well, but is not advised for burns (use
for
are vital
burns). The trace minerals found in
to our health because the nutrients that were once taken
for granted in our vegetables and fruits have been
systematically farmed out of our soil. These trace
minerals need to be replaced, otherwise our bodies
continue to be open season for aggressive bugs. Another use for
is to rid the oral cavity of harmful
bacteria by brushing your teeth with 4 drops Oxysol on
your toothbrush or use as a mouthwash or gargle. The
recommended amount to take daily for system clearing
is 6-10 drops, 3 times a day on an empty stomach. If
taken with
reduce both daily requirements in
half. If you are adding
to your water, just add
l-2 drops in each glass of water. Both OxySol and
are very powerful additions to our pursuit of
health.
Without these “food’‘-based essential nutrients our
immune systems and body physiologies are sitting ducks
for any attack-from
chemical and biological “warfare” practices, to increased nuclear radiation pollution, as well as from other high-energy photon bombardment as this planet prepares itself for the upcoming changes.
It is up to every individual to take personal responsibility for their health and prioritize the needs their
bodies may have at this time as well as pay special
attention to the needs of their children.
I hope to
describe here some good products available to you so
that your search for a basic, complete arsenal against
disease can come to an end.
New Gaia has presented many products to the
public that you can pick or choose for individual needs.
But there is a core of products,
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regularly, that is felt to be essential to health and well
being. These products

Each of these provides a service to the body
that is a necessary assistant to the other. We will
discuss each one individually to provide you with the
information you need to understand why these items are
necessary.
The physiology of the body is basically governed by
the actions and programming found within the cell.
The cells make up the tissues of the body, the tissues
make up the organs such as the heart or liver which, in
turn, make up the organ systems that work in harmony
with each other to.keep the entire body functioning. If,
the cell structure has been altered or is malfunctioning
(for whatever reason), every organ system is affected.
To what degree they are affected depends on the offending substance that has caused the cell’s breakdown or
the length of time that cell has been subjected to abuse.
is a product that is said to help
correct the faulty programming that has occurredat the
cell level by correcting into perfection the cell’s DNA/
RNA blueprint. Viruses, unlike bacteria, have the ability to fuse with the DNA strand within the cell, creating
a mutation to that cell. By perfecting the DNA/RNA
blueprint, the cell may be returned to a level of vitality
which allows it to fight off an incoming virus and
maintain the homeostasis within the cell and, in turn,
within the organ systems.
This is essential for the immune organ system,
because without healthy cells that can fight off offenders like free radicals, viruses, and cumulative levels of
radiation, the immune system is overtaxed to the point
of exhaustion-eventually
leading to dis-ease.
Another benefit from consuming
is its ability and nature to thrive on the invisible, higher photon
frequencies
which are bombarding
us daily.
is able to speed up the frequency levels of
the cells to more nearly match the energies pouring in
and assaulting the body. This, in turn, can offer a twofold benefit: One benefit is the ability of the cell to
withstand and actually adapt to these otherwise damaging energies; the other benefit is to help protect ourselves from mind manipulation through pulse beams
that are irradiating mankind relentlessly.
Originally
the dose was 10 drops, 3 times per
the
tongue. However, with the growing number of “manufactured” epidemics and other stepped-up plans for our
demise by the Elite, perhaps more is better. One ounce
or more per day may produce faster and more effective
results.
was introduced to benefit the mitochondria system that lies within the cell. The mitochondria
is the energy producer of the cell and is essential to
convert the food we eat into usable cell fuel and to
produce enzymes that are absolutely necessary for surviva1 of the body system.
is also said to feed on vessel plaques
adhering to bloodvessel linings. Most all of us, by the
which should be taken
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age of twenty, have plaques developing on the arterial
walls due to the American diet that is filled with
saturated fats, high protein, white flour products, and
limited consumption of fresh fruits and vegetables.
This product provides added fuel to any compromised
system to assist in strengthening the immune system, as
well as cleaning out blood vessels and enhancing the
pliability of the vessel walls throughout the body. Both
and
work in harmony to
strengthen and eliminate mutations of all cells by
working together within the cell structure itself.
Another product that you will find essential in your
daily regime is
This is a fully integrated
electrolyte
liquid that is brought forth from the
The combination of tea and juice,
vitamins, minerals, Gingko Biloba, Echinacea,
oxygenators, Aloe Vera and
are a
powerful combination that helps boost energy levels as
well as provides electrolyte balance within the body to
help enhance the performance of the
within the cells. Electrolytes are substances which
dissociate into ions in solution and thus become capable of conducting electricity.
The balance of these
electrolytes in the body will aid in the protection from
the various high-frequency energies that we are now
subjected to as well as enhance the effectiveness of all
the other products you are consuming for your health.
Another beverage that should be taken in a dose of
approximately 8 ounces per day is the
Enough can not be said about this
fermented drink from the mushroom fungus found long
ago by a prominent Japanese woman in a town called
Kargasok, Russia. What she found amongst these villagers astounded her. The women were virtually without wrinkles or other signs of aging and the overall
population was comprised of unusually healthy people.
She was told that these people drank 8 ounces of
daily.
She brought the mushroom
fungus back to Japan and, today, over a million Japanese people drink the fermented tea daily. With the
high content of special proteins and enzymes, this tea
is said to reduce cholesterol, restore hair growth,
strengthen eyesight, help insomnia, aid in weight reduction, help with allergies, bronchitis, asthma and a
myriad of other debilitating conditions including the
prevention of certain cancers.
While these are claims from people who have used
or researched the product, it would simply be prudent to
regard
as a must to add to your daily
health regime. Many people make their own tea with
the mushroom that is available through New Gaia
Products, but for those of us with limited time, the
ready-made tea in the l-liter and 2-liter bottles is both
delicious and convenient. Try mixing the tea with the
and your favoritejuice, orjust drink it straight.
There is a
that has been developed which offers similar properties to unpasteurized
apple cider vinegar, which has been used for centuries
to care for all types of ailments. This product packs a
punch when fighting off the common cold and is great
as a digestive aid. Many are using this product in their
salad dressings or other recipes to enhance the nutrition that their families receive.
While
is not recommended for canning or preserving, it certainly is recommended for general consumption.
is the membrane that is found in the
mushroom fungus of the
bathed in a
nurturing amniotic-like fluid of
to aid
the body in repair of connective tissue. This product
was designed to replace the need for Shark Cartilage
supplement, which has been well researched and documented in recent years and which is said to program the
body to never develop cancer tumors. By mixing one
teaspoon in to any of the above mentioned drinks, you
add one more weapon to your arsenal in the quest to
build the immune system to its optimum healthy state.
A 14-day program called
has been
developed that assists in the elimination of the nasty

parasites found within the body. Very few people
reali Ar Ihe kinds and types of diseases that these parasites can contribute to, such as Cancer, AIDS, Hepatitis, Hodgkin’s Disease, Diabetes, just to name a few.
There have been reports that people have been able to
turn their conditions. around by utilizing a program
such as the
to eliminate the
myriads of parasites, such as flukes, keeping house in
their internal organs.
The beauty of this program is that 14 days every 3
months is all that is required to insure a body that is free
The
line includes
of most parasites.
tinctures that can be mixed in any one of the above
There is also an intestinal
beverages or in juice.
cleanse that comes in the kit to ensure proper elimination and cleansing during the two weeks. These steps
to health are important if one is to realize optimum
health within the cellular structure and organ tissues of
the body.
is a single-celled, fresh-water algae which
is a nutritionally balanced whole food that is extremely
high in protein (60%) and contains more than 20
essential vitamins and minerals, 19 of the 22 essential
and non-essential amino acids, enzymes, plus Chlogrowth factor. The combination of these factors
results in a product that has been found to be excellent
in the healing of wounds, injuries and ulcers, immune
strengthening, age retardation, protection against radiation, normalizing digestion and bowel function, and
protection against toxic pollutants, to name but a few of
the benefits.
is a rich source of chlorophyll, which is
extremely effective in controlling body odor both internally and externally. The suggested daily consumption
is 3 grams per day, but dosages should be adjusted to
your individual
needs. Many times the alkaline
reserves in the body are so depleted that
in
larger doses, is warranted.
Moreover, because of its superb food value,
is an important addition to anyone’s emergency
food storage stash.
As part of an ongoing nutritious diet, the grain of
Spelt(TriticumSpelta)shouldbeaddedtoeverydietin
replacement of the standard wheat grain.
superior to wheat in that it contains more protein, crude
fiber, and fats than wheat. It also contains special
carbohydrates (Mucopolysaccharides) which help stimulate the all-important immune system.
Many people who are allergic to wheat find
to
What is most exciting is the
be easily digestible.
delicious nutty flavor that
offers to any baking
needs. Another advantage of
is the large amount
of vitamin B-17 found in the grain (also known as
Laetrile) which has a reputation for retarding cancerous cell growth and aiding in the healing of other
serious illnesses.
also has an exceptionally thick
husk around the center grain, which protects it from all
kinds of pollutants and insects far better than happens
with other grains. The
grain can be ground up
into flour and used in any recipe where flour is required. New Gaia offers the whole
grain bread
mixes, or the grain itself to be ground into flour, or the
flour already milled for your convenience. This simple
addition to your family’s diet can provide a wealth of
extra nutrition for your loved ones as well as a great
taste experience.
The last product I wish to discuss is a newer
product of which you may not be fully aware. Many of
you have heard of the latest craze using a product called
“Pycnogenols”. Pycnogenol comes from the bark of the
pine tree and is said to have remarkable anti-oxidant
properties that are aiding in the relief of a number of
chronic conditions. The
product offered by New
Gaia has been found to be superior to Pycnogenol. The
research that has been conducted on the elements found
in Pine Bark were primarily conducted on Grape Seed
Extract because this, too, had the components that
offered the superior anti-oxidant protection.
What was discovered is that the Grape Seed Extract

was even superior to the Pine Bark in that it contains a
hipher level and hipher potency of OPCs (Oligomeric
proanthocyanidins) which are the active ingredient for
These OPCs found in the
free-radical scavenging.
Grape Seed Extract are known for their instant
bioavailability to seek out nasty free radicals and produce rapid counter-effect results. While no claims are
here being made for the healing qualities of any product, the OPCs found in Grape Seed Extract have been
identified with: Anti-aging protection, improved vision, decrease in wrinkles, resistance to mental deterioration, reduced risk of heart disease, reduced risk of
stroke, enhanced immune system, faster healing, subdued PMS, and reduced inflammation of arthritis.
The other substances found in
are Ester-C
and Aloe Vera. Ester-C is found to get into the blood
stream faster and in larger amounts than other forms of
vitamin C and wastes only a fraction of what other
vitamin C products lose through elimination. It is also
found to penetrate white blood cells more efficiently,
which is necessary for their metabolism. There is also
a reduction, if not an elimination, of the side effects
from the acidity of regular Vitamin C because Ester C
has a neutral pH. Each capsule also contains 150 mgs.
of Aloe Vera which is the equivalent of one-and-onehalf ounces of natural Aloe Vera juice. Excerpted from
an article by John C. Pittman, M.D., we read:
“Acemannan, a mucopolysaccharide,
is a long-chain
sugar which is found as an active ingredient in Cold
Processed Whole Leaf Aloe. It interjects itself into all
cell membranes. This causes an increase in the fluidity
and permeability of the membrane, allowing toxins to
flow out of the cell more easily and nutrients to enter
the cell. The net result may improve cellular metabolism throughout the body, resulting in a boost of energy
production.”
These three powerful ingredients are found in one
product called
It is a potent product that should
be utilized by anyone suffering from a chronic condition or for those wishing to maximize the functioning
of their immune system on a day-to-day basis.
All the above products discussed:
OxySol,

can be the
keys to a healthier and more vibrant life by reinvigorating the immune system, increasing the metabolic activity of the cells, providing more complete nourishment
to allow the organ systems to function in harmony with
one another, and to increase our bodies’ overall frequency levels to withstand the onslaught of various
high-frequency energies that are thrown our way. These
products work synergistically together to maximize the
effects of each product.
Of course, right thinking, right exercise, and right
eating are absolutely necessary to add to any health
regime, but the benefits and gifts found within these
various products are priceless to our well being in this
high-stress world.

1(800)NEW-GAIA
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THESE
WORKS
ARE
A SERIES
CALLED THE Phoenix
Journals AND HAVE
BEEN WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING
DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS
CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES AT
THIS TIME. SINGLE Journals ARE $6.00;
10 OR
ANY 4 Journals ARE $5.50 EACH;
MORE Journds ARE
$5.00 EACH (Shipping extra - see right.)
These
Journals
further
1. SIPAPU
ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME
IMMANUEL,
I AM SANANDA
3. SPACE-GATE,
THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM
HERE
TO ARMAGEDDON
**6 SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM
HELL
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY
IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
** 12. CRUCIFIXION
OF THE PHOENIX
** 13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET
* 14. RRPP--RAPE,
RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND
PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX
**I 5. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
**16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON
* * 17. THE NAKED PHOENIX
* * 18. BLOOD AND ASHES
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
*20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
**23. BURNT OFFERINGS
**24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL
*25. THE BITTER COMMUNION
**26. COUNTERFEIT
BLESSINGS THE
ANTI-CHRIST
BY ANY NAME:
KHAZARS
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER
MANUAL
**28. OPERATION
SHANSTORM
7 **29. END OF THE MASQUERADE

38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST
VOL. II
4 1. THE DESTRUCTION
OF A
PLANET-ZIONISM
IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
,46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK
MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000
DIVINE PLAN VOL.11
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO
THE PIT OF FIRE
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUMBEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG
TALES
62. CHAPARRAL
SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE
PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES
70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
71. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS
VOL.1
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE
UNFOLDED VOL. II

75.

TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES
VOL. III
76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TRAP AROUND
AMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOG
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT
RETREATS
83. POLITICAL
PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING
PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK
THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION
LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS
INTO
TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED
ROAD
WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND
OTHER PLAGUES
WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE ‘EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER
LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN
CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES,
MIND CONTROL-THE
RAZOR’S EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND
CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT
THE NOW
CREATE THE FUTURE
130. TRACKING
DOWN THE
KILLER “AND OTHER FORMS
OF MURDER”(Ths
Hcalrh Book)
a3

FOR- INFORMATION
ABOUT
JOURNALS,
BOOKS,
ETC.,
MENTIONED
IN THIS
NEWSPAPER,
PLEASE
INQUIRE:

ea

Surface-$3.00
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INC.
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Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or bj
phone to l-800-800-5565.
Subscription rates are: $30 for 13 issue!
(US); $35 (Canada/Mexico); $40 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $60 (US)
$70 (Canada/Mexico); $80 (Foreign); or 52 issues for $110 (US); $12(
(Canada/Mexico); $130 (Foreign).
Ouantitv SubscriDtions: $95.00 for 10 copies of 13 issues (US); $12!
for 25 copies of 13 issues(
S 160 for 50 copies of 13 issues (US); $27!
for 100 copies of 13 issues (US); $190 for 10 copies of 26 issues (US)
or $1,100 for 100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid Continenta
U.S. For Alaska, HI, Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or write fol
shipping charges.
Single copies of back issues of
or
$3.00 each. Quantity back issue
prices are as follows: 1st copy $3.00, each additional $0.45. Shippinl
inch&d, postpaid in the Continental U.S.A. Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Fore&
orders
or-write for quotes on additional shipping charges.
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